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ABSTRACT
This booklet focuses on needs assessment, a process

for identifying and defining valid curriculum, instructional, and
management objectives. It also presents a means for establishing
controls over curriculum development at the local level, whether it
be a school district or an individual school. Part 1 explains the (a)

fundamentals, (b) rationale, (c) accountability, and (d) critical
assumptions of needs assessment. Part 2 discusses techniques utilized
by the curriculum developer in doing a needs assessment. Included
among subjects covered are the following: (a) generic steps of needs
assessment; (b) role of the teacher association/union; (c) goal
derivation, validation, prioritization, and translation; (d)

development and validation of performance objectives; (e) gap or need
statements; (f) budget for implementation strategies; (g) fund
strategies; and (h) reassessing gaps via feedback. Part 3 presents
the curriculum development cycle using a needs assessment base.
Methods include a system approach and Individually Responsive
Curriculum (IRC). Part 4 offers answers to some critical questions
about the needs assessment process. A glossary of terms is included.
(JS)
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I found this booklet bk Fens ick English and Roger Kaufman to be
both interesting and pro\ ocatike. One need not share their obvious
enthusiasm for this part:cular approach to curriculum development
and acwuntabilitk in order to appreciate the likely and interestmg de-
scription ot their proposals

he major %mire of what they suggest is a means for establishing
controls oker cum( alum dekelopment at the local level, whether it
be a school district or an indik KILO school

The criterion to shish I c an subscribe wholeheartedly Is one
which they state as tollows, "In order for needs assessment to be
Ad and usetul, it should me Jude the educational partners of learners,

educators, a rid commumh, members ." I should have wished for
more attention to hake been gown to the stays in which learners ac-
tively partrcipate in the needs assessment process. However the
reader skho %%Niles to do this can infer nays in which it might be
done based on \\ hat the authors hake written.

Friglish and Kaltman hake produced a usetul addition to the
groks mg literature on or «intab,lih, (urn( ulum development, and
establishment ot odes at tonal goals which should he of interest to
many '\SCI) members and others as well.

\ff) DITH A-DORA, President, 1975-76
Association for Supervision and
Cu or uluni Development



Introduction

It there weren't any learners, there would not be any curriculum. Cur-
riculum is a valued process for bringing about required and desired
changes in learner skills, know ledges-ind attitudes so that students
can survive and contribute in the world of further schooling and the
world of work, family, and interpersonal relationships.

For years curriculum designers have had to rely on insight, expert
judgment, and the whims of administrators and community members
for their curriculum objectives and design. This procedure has been
successful, but only partially. All of us know that our curriculum could
be better, and now it can be better We now can also further humanize
the learning process, for curriculum can at last take into account the
unique values and characteristics of the individual learner. The tool
tor this is needs assessment, a process for identifying and defining
valid curriculum and instructional and management objectives. This

process depends upon a partnership between learners, teachers, and
community members. It is flexible and responsive.

The authors have applied this process in several educational situa-
tions, and are here attempting to pass along to readers some of the
more useful and germane results for those who wara to make cur-
riculum more responsive and responsible in the schools.

Fenwick W. English
Roger A. Kaufman

vi



PART I

Background

Rationale

Curriculum is a means to an end It is the conscious and deliberate
shaping of the major elements at the disposal of the educator to reach
validated student objectives, These elements represent assumptions
about time, space, learning and teaching, and the relationships between
teachers and students brought together within varying types of schedules
to reach those objectives of which the curriculum stands as the com-
posite configuration As such the curriculum is the final process tool
to be used to reach such objectives and it is subject to a complex set
of assumptions and decisions.

In the past curriculum development has been hampered by vari-
ous assumptions, some of which demand reexamination. Curriculum
has not been universally perceived as a means. To some it is the begin-
ning place and the end. The process of curriculum development has
been used by them to generate educational goals and objectives.
National curriculum projects in the physical and biological sciences
and recently in the social sciences have been utilized to develop edu-
cational objectives and to specity teaching strategies to reach the
objectives within prepackaged units and learner kits.

The resulting confusion with the evaluation of a new curriculum
developed in such a manner means that no curriculum can be evalu-
ated against another since both may have competing objective, and
approaches The debate about curriculum degenerates to a battle over
educational philosophies Another result is the hodgepodge of curricu-
lar packages which now exist in the schools, particularly in the secon-
dary curriculum The reforms of the past decade have led to intensive
curriculum des elopment in some fields, presumably those which relate
to national defense, and little attention to others less immediate or
deemed les,, crittcal to national survival.
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Arguments about philosoph% still permeate the curriculum field
[1w topics of humanization and inch\ idualization are sometimes ap-
proached as separate ( urn( ula unto themsek es and discussed as

general good things toward which cuiricula and schools must be
shaped. It is still unclear pc'', 01 curricula promote or detract

Iron) humanization or 55 fudi are amenable to inckidualization, or
whether indiidualizaticm rs clearl inappropriate for some educational
obiectis es based upon the principle of sharing group experiences.
\\ bile much talk has been spent on defining multidisciplinary ap-
proaches, curricular mquir and cum( ulum building hae focused on
the disciplines as singular entities despite the best intentions of the
scholars. Implemented in the school, Ser) tew national Curricula have

served as a tundion acticeb to reorganize the school, confront the
isolation of departments, or cleate more sensitise staffing patterns of
learning environments.

Currie olum dekeloptiwnt has tended to increase rather than
diminish the isolation 01 learning and the learner within separate areas
ot the school and has reinforced the current concepts of singular disci-
plines The wk.( Lion and adoption of curriculum at the local level have

.,dvan«d on the basis ot le\ eloping compatibility within a certain
philosophical perspe( tise, or has e adanced on the basis of the avail-
ability at tclaticelc sophistic ated (liar support s} ;toms in the way
01 teacher and student workbooks and other supplementary materials.
A local Board of Education still has pre( mus little data upon which to
(le( icle on the ments of a particular c urriculum compared to others or

to the status quo 'which is otten left undefined).
Personnel at the lo( al level are still \wry much the prey of national

standardized tests bc which the effectiveness of the newly adopted
curricula must he judged One reason that school people seem to have

been captured b the standardized test makers is the lack of speci-

ficity of ends In the absence ot defined objectives for school
systems and mckidual learners, standardized tests seem to offer a

readily as ailable substitute Despite the protestations of teachers and
administrators in local school systems, without alid system output
obiecto.es, standardized tests appear to otter an -easy out." And while

some educators bemoan being Judged by such tests, they seem to
lack the will or knowledge to create a %whit, substitute. In the absence

of local gook and ()hie( ties which have been des eloped and validated,
the precision and c erfainty ot the standardized test loom very much as
the placebo assumed tin«)rrectlyi to have no negative effects.

More re«.ntly, C riterion-referenced test items and test instruments

have been des eloped and are being do,eloped in order to supply some
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test items which relate direct!} to critical tor those fudged critical)
skills, know ledges, and attitudes directly and specifically rather than
the more general norm referenced, or standardized tests. Thus, instead
of testing in domains of knowledge, the c ritenon-referenced tests mea-
sure specific behaviors

But that does not seem to be enough. Measurability is not the
same as Ada% lust because we can measure something does not
mean that the item is correc t or een necessary. This, therefore, is a
major flaw in the measurable behavioral objet hes movement when
measurable objectives alone are the referent for beginning ot curricu-
lum design there should be some positive and documented referent
for the validity ot the ohiectwe. This reterent can be supplied by a
formal set ot tools and procedures called needs assessment.

What Is Needs Assessment?

Needs assessment is a process ot defining the desired end for
outcome, produc t, or result of a green sequence of curriculum devel-
opment As such it is a c urns ulumless- process, that is, it is neither a
curriculum itself, nor should it embrace any set of assumptions or
specifications about the hpe of curriculum which ought to be devel-
oped to best reach the ends desired and defined

Needs assessment is a process of making specific, in some Intel-
liccable manner, what schooling should he about and how it can be
assessed Needs assessment is not by itself a curricular innovation, it is
a method for determining it limo\ ancm is necessary and or desirable.

Needs assessment is an empirical process for defining the out-
comes ot education, and as '41( 11 it is then a set of criteria by which
curricula nliy be developed and compared Which curriculum, that is,
which configuration ot people, time, and space produces the types of
outcomes desired/

Needs assessment is a process for determining th; valid~ y ot
behavioral objectives arid if standardized ..sts and/or criterion-i-,fer-
enced tests are appropriate and under what co

Needs assessment is a logical problem solving tool by which a
\ ;met\ nt means may be selected and related to each other in the
development of curriculum.

Needs assessment is a tool which formal!' harvests the gaps
between current results (or outcomes, products and required or
desired results, places these gaps III priority order, and selects those
gaps needs of the highest priority for action, usually through the
implementation of a new or emsting curriculum or management proc-
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ess. In order for a needs assessment to be valid and useful, it should

include the educational partners of learners, educators, and community

members in the process for defining gaps (needs). It should also
include an external reterent for gap determination, such as economic

survival in the operational world to which the learner goes after legally

exiting from our educational agencies.

Accountability

Much ot the debate about accountability muddies the difference
between means and ends in education. To some educators, at the point

at which specific ends can be related to dollar costs, the school system
becomes accountable." Thus, the installation of such a tool as PPBS,

with its own derivation ot educational program objectives, often deter-

mines the essence` ot accountability However, without a method or
means to determine the validity of the objectives outside of programs,
all that may have been created is a device to indicate how ineffective
current programs are in terms of dollars Until and unless the validity
of the program objectives and the programs themselves are challenged,

PPBS offers very little in the promise of educational improvement
Likewise other managerial techniques such as MBO (Management by
Objectives, or systems analysis offer little in the promise of educational

retorm, neither do they assist in the validation of practice compared to
validated objectives. rhese technologies streamline the means, and yet

the ends often remain vague and undefined, and the technologies
themselves cannot be fairly assessed except for their ability to generate

more sophisticated data for administrators. They seem bent on offering
increased reliability while largely ignoring validity

Much 01 the debate concerning accountability appears to center

on the premise that everything is not measurable The argument goes
that since everything which may be a legitimate objective of schooling

is not measurable, all that accountability offers is a means to assess the

trivial It everything that is important cannot he measured, then, so

goes this type ot logic, nothing should he measured There is a certain

smugness about this stance until one realizes that many schools now
concentrate unduly upon the trivial, tests asses, the ability to regurgi-

tate information, and our institutions systematically dehumanize large

groups ot students by making them believe they are inferior or stupid

in a variety 01 ways Sensible accountability is not the perfection of

means, rather it is first the delineation and validation of ends, and then

a systematic comparison of means (processes or techniques) defined

to reach the ends. the process of needs assessment should precede
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any implementation of 1)113S, MB(), system analysis, systems analysis,
writing behavioral obiet uses for teachers or students, or curriculum
development.

The mole toward accountability has been characterized by some
as an attempt IA those most concerned with economy to impose
Industrial cost accountmg methods upon an essentially non-industrial
based enterprise Yet the argument against esen the cost accounting
moCement ignores the current "factory model" of education which is
preeminent ss !thin our educational system students are grouped on
chronological age, teachers sorted by the age of ale students and by
curricular disciplines, and learning equated with time served and
defined as sets of equal c\posures to information presented.' The cur-
rent system runs well without diagnosis and without individualization.
\t tempts to introduce nrnre flevbility in terms of curricula, scheduling,
and grouping have run aground time and time again because the
system of mass education is a non-performance, time-based assembly
Into model ut schooling At the worst, accountability, if it is defined
incorrectly as PPBS or N1130, merely tells us which combinations of
interactions and inputs prior to schooling appear to make some assem-
bly line models and variations more effective on standardized tests.

To talk about humanizing this system is so much more than mak-
ing teache.s more "sensitive" to youngsters or than organizing an
alternatiye school or introducing more inductive methods in the sci-
ences Rather it is the fundamental analysis of our basic day-to-day
operational assumptions and a direct challenge to our definitions of
administrate, c' control of education. Humanization discussed in isola-
tion lr,,'n this model, or for that matter accountability however defined,
proceed,. through a logical set of arguments, perhaps devoid of the
process for defining the ends of education, and then selecting the
means mo, t promising to assist educators in reaching the ''promised
land For this reason we object to iabeling the process of needs
assessment as iacto accountability or dehumanization. The latter are
only means to crick which a proper, sensitive, and responsible needs
assessment defines

Ayc«,untabdity is a process of demonstrating that the organization
has accomplished that which it said it would accomplish.= Accountabil-
ity for "means" (such as team teaching or differentiated staffing, or

tactors I analog\ to the schools sas used by Alvin Toffler in Future
Shock' New York Random House, Inc, 1970

2 See I ,1 Lessinger, D Parnell, and R Kaufman Amfuntahihty Policies and
Procedures New London, Connecticut Crott Educational Services, 1971.
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0,en needs assessment and sy stem planning) alone is a deception which
might result in ettuienLy without unecti\eness Accountability, to be
usetul and humanistic, should be a process relating to demonstrating
the achioement ot results results which hac ix en demonstrated and
documented to be valid, usetul, humane, appropriate, and timely. it is
our contention that a tormal needs assessment will allow for a useful,
humanistic accountability. And A fide we are at it, why should we not
be accountable for humanism?

Critical Assumptions of Needs Assessment

like any other process, there are cedar!) assumptions behind
engaging in a usetul needs assessment. No process in education can
he value true," for e en professing no value is in itself a value. The
following assumptions appear to undergird a needs assessment.'

1. Reality can be known, understood, and! represented in symbolic
form

The process ot needs assessment is firmly rooted in empiricism.
In order to undertake such an assessment what is currently undefined
runknowni must become known and accurately defined. What comes
to be known can be represented and manipulated) Ir. some sort of
symbolic term such as words and numbers. While reality is infinite,, it
can be represented and do.ided how C(211 knowns and unknowns. Defi-
nite parameters can be developed to represent what is known, and the
unknown can be represented as well. Since reality is never static and
the boundaries ot the knowable are expanding, unless this assumption
is part of the needs assessment, a false picture may he provided of the
known the elasticity ot the framework of the known is reinforced
by the concept or teedhack which in reality is the expansion of what
is knowable'

2. Reality is not static assessment must be a continuing process

The expansion ot what is knowable assumes reality is never static,
that is, it moves as the s total 01 man's knowledge increases, and
some procedure inherent in needs assessment must incorporate this

assumption. Fie feedilik loop or the constant reevaluating of the
ends of education to dc termme shifts in priorities responds to a fluid
reality.

; There ow d number ot extant nuolels for needi, assessment, most of which we
toed are more act_ (1 ratelv termed solution, assessment In this report ..,e d re defining
a Product or out«nne oriented model only,
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3. Percep:iil field., can and should be changed relative to the ends of
rqucation.

It has been c: iced by the philosopher Eric Holier that man does
not first see an ' struct categories to see, he c r she first constructs
categories and or she sees. From the beginning of man's look
into life and the or ,.rst, he or she gropes for meaning within con-
structs he or she make, to extract meaning from those observations.
Even as a scientist looks tor natterns in observing natural phenomena,
the criteria for determimng what to look for and how those observa-
tions are coded are the product of a priori categories and assumptions.
Needs assessment can be a process for determining the validity of the
categories by which people observe the universe.

4. Everything can be measured.

On some scale of measurement, everything in education can be
measured There are four scales of measurement in psychological
terms nominal, ordinal, ratio, and interval While it is not possible
to measure such human emotions as love, or inclinations such as
creativity or unositv on a ratio or interval measurement scale, it may
be possible to assess them on the crudei indices at the nominal or
ordinal les ol Often the Nor kage to a discussion of educational objec-
tives is not iv het her they are desirable but whether they can he
measured ' By allowing for a discussion of measurement to include
an honest and somewhat less reliable form of measurement to be
developed on a nominal or ordinal basis, the discussion can be moved
to a true «msideration of the desirable ends of education.

5 The aims or outsrie.s of education can be made specific
The considerable experience with behavioral objectives has built

up a repository of skills within the profession about making educa-
tional aims specific Although the type of taxonomy utilized for such
purposes 111,1y he different, it is possible to make "operational" the
aims of education by breaking global and vague outcomes into smaller,
more assessable pieces One of the excuses for not being specific
about the aims of education ones from the argument that since our
schools serve a pluralistic society, to make the outcomes of schooling
explicit would he to seriously impair the effectiveness of the schools

Cur a more in-depth reicic of this presentation see Roger A Kaufman
rimming Inglesood ( tin., New lerscil, Prentice-Hall, Inc , 1972

for the characteristics co, measurable classroom instructional objectives see
Norman ( Cronlund Stdtirig Bchol.ioral ObicctRe, for Classroom Instruction New
York Macmillan Publishing Co , Inc , 1970
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because there are inherent value conflicts within the larger society
that are not reconcilable. Only if the actual outcomes of the schools
remain vague can the schools function This is a serious indictment
of today s education if one p,!uses to analyze the implications of this
position Studies such as those by Jencks' and previously the Coleman
Report' have revealed the extent to which the schools actually dis-
criminate against various subcultures in the nation. The mythology
of the schools' serving a pluralistic society has been explored by a
number of more modern writers.' Minority subcultures are particularly
sensitive to the inequalities inherent within current definitions of
schooling.

Most previous work in determining if there is a consensus about
the problems and functions of education shows a remarkable agree-
ment about what the schools are doing and not doing.9 The Gallup
Poll, published by the Kettering Foundation" have served to indicate
that the public, as it represents the viewpoints of many publics in sup-
porting the 'schools, is in more agreement than some educators would
like to admit. These preliminary documents show that not only are
there commonly delineated goals fur education in the nation but that
irrespective of subculture, the desires and aspirations of those sub-
cultures to capitalize upon the school as the institution to attain the
"good life" are remarkably uniform.

6. The recipients and suppc rters ot the schools should be involved in
determining their goals and effectiveness.

The hegemony of the professional in solely deciding what ought
to go on in the schools has been severely cramped as state after state
has moved toward i-nplementing some form of accountability legisla-

rf Discrimination by reintorung tactors found in the larger environment See

Christopher Jencks et al Inequalitti A Reassessment ot the Effect of Family and
Schooling in America New York Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1972.

The Coleman Study illustrated that traditional variables within the school such
as the sue oi libraries, modernity ot facilities, et( , did not affect pupil achievement,
See lames uleman, Equality ut Educational Opportunity Washington, D C . United
States ()Ince of Education, 1966

(aver Thu Great School legend New York Basic Books, Inc , Pub-
lishers, 1972

9 See Fhe Rutorm of Secondary Education A Report ot the National Commis-
sion on tlie Return] ul Secondary Education Charles F Kettering Foundation Nevs

York \ItGlaw-11111 Book umpanv, 1973, The goals were derived from those of the
37 states and then used by George Gallup in a public op.mon poll.

"'See fhe Gallup Polls u1 Attitudes toward Fducation, 1969-1973 Blooming-
ton, Indiana Phi Delta Kappa, 1969.1973
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tion " In some states, citizen participation has been mandated at the
local school lesel where members of the community become actively
involved in assessing the effectiyeness of the schools. Salisbury has
explored what he calls "the myth of the unitary community.- 21 It is

from the assumption that the community is essentially homogeneous
that the professional can lay claim to being the sole guardian of a

singular institution serying the public. The moment that various sub-
cultures begin to assert their desire to become actively involved in
shaping the schools, the hegemony of the professional is challenged.

Persons in education must face the fact that in no public institu-
tion can the professionals afford to become the sole managers of that
institution There is no guarantee that if solely in charge of public
education, educators would not allow their own demands for security
and domination to usurp goals and objectives that may challenge the
viability of the institution as it has come to be defined by those pro-
fessionals For any institution to remain responsise it cannot afford to
be "ctptured" by any one group, particularly by those who operate it
on a day-to-day haw. It is in the best interest of the public and the
profe,sional educator to deselop a shared responsibility for the func-
tioning of the schools in our society.

7. There is a relationship betveen organizational specificity and pro-
ductivity.

There is a great deal of human energy and conflict in school
systems''` Much of the conflict exists as a result of the lack of clarity
in the purposes of the schools As the ends of the educational process
are vague and undefined, it is difficult to know where to begin im-
proving schools except to make such statements as "we should try
harder."" If students arc' not learning, what can be done? One of
the first strategies should be to define w hat it is students should be
learning There can be little basic improvement in the managerial
practices of school systems until such systems define their objectives

11 For a complete review of state ac«minhibility goals write to the Cooperative
A« ountabilitv Prow( t ut Demei, Colorado, State Department of Education

12 Robert It Salisbury Schools and Politics in the Big City'' Harvard Cauca-
Nona/ Review 17i ii 408-24, Summer 1967

11 For a renew of the assumptions about conflict in the schools and the unpro-
ductitt, ways it is viewed sec Fen.,vick W English School Organwation and Manage-
ment Worthington, Ohio Charles A Jones Publishing Company, 1975 pp .3-8.

14 The hok ut specificity of ends can also lead to an impossible situation in
evaluating educational innovations See lohn Pincus Incentives for Innovation in
the Public Schools Res few of Educational Research 4411i 113-44, Winter 1974.
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in assessable terms m It is due to the lack of such specificit} that the
public ends up haying to reconcile scores on standardized tests with
their tax bills Nov} that the nation has entered a period of pupil
enrollment duclme, the public finds it es en harder to understand, with
tewer pupils to educate, why their bills and the test scores are not
better able to coincide

The lack of specificity in education protects no one and it can
lead to all kinds of quackery in the schools. Old ideas in new names,
peddlers of schemes for this and that find a great receptiveness in the
hallways of schools, legislatures, and Congress. There is a feeling
expressed b} some state legislators that the schools cannot be improved
except by radical means with ideaz, that may be contrary to good
education Yet the lack of specificity V%, thin the schools provides no
criteria for an intelligent decision about means and ends. Laymen
express great exasperation smith educators smith NA arm hearts but fuzzy
intentions, who resort to slogans as answers *-.o the confcunding prob-
lems of the schools in our times. It is assumed that specificity of ends
will lead to specificity and responsiveness of means.

8 Productivity and humanisation are compatible as dual outcomes
of improved schools

Productkit} is siessed smith great skepticism by some educators
wt., feel that it inevitably means that those practices which are the
least expensive sill come to be protec ted and enshr .led as the ultimate
criteria of productivity. Let Lis define productivity as the ability to
solve problems in the most effective and efficient manner available.

There is evidence that the public will pay high taxes and bilk
for those areas in which the outcomes are tangible. Witness the
growing and ac ceptable costs of providing educational programs for
the child with learning disabilities, and the costs of programs in
vocational - technical or career education which appear to have gathered
a successful political lobby at most state levels and at the national level
as well. An undifferentiated set of goals and objectives which ignores
the individual differences of our school clientele forces students into
an unspecified mass and deprives educators of the base upon which
to indicate that straight dollars on a per pupil basis are not enough
to meet the needs of the students

There is no reason to believe that, as the bulk of the students
are difterentiated es en more, the public will not become more, rather

11 I his is base to hu ma ni/ rig hook Sec' Shaping 5( hook into Purposive
Human he 5s Leans ( hat-ter six Sc m)/ Or),arnionf n and Management, op ot ,
pp 17'6-99
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than less, responsive to sincere attempts to apply more dollars to
educate students The fear that the public will insist upon dollar
criteria is only justified as the schools fail to become more responsive
to a greater range of human dkersity than the system will admit. More
money to reinforce present practice may not be justified. More money
for improsed practice, improsed diagnosis toward identifiable and
specific ends, can create a greater willingness to fund the costs of
public education If humanization is defined as the encapsulation of
practices which recognize and act upon a greater range of pupil
diversity and purpose to bring about indkidual growth and achieve-
ment while maintaining di\ ersity, then productivity and humanization
are linked to specificity of outcomes.

Summary

Needs assessment is a tool at the disposal of the educational
curriculum de,elopers enabling them to look at the problems of the
schools once again It is a process for assisting in the discrimination
between means and ends, between the purpose of the schools and the
curriculum as the total configuration of the elements used by the
professional to arrise at \alidated ends. Curriculum is a tool to define
and outline the steps to become responsive, accountable, and produc-
tive " Curriculum can only be assessed in view ot what it was shaped
to accomplish.'

°See fer imck V English, James K zahansind Roger A, Kaufman "Educa-
tional Success Planning Reducing Chance as an Aspect ot School Innovation, Audio-
isual Instruction 1661 20-22, May 1971

17 Roger A Kautrran "Elie Concept ot Needs AssessmentBack to Basics
Texa, school Hoard lournil 20141 10-12, June 1974



PART II

How the Curriculum Developer
Does a Needs Assessment

The steps to a needs assessment revolve around a simple model. A
need is a gap, or a discrepancy between two indices, that is, a future
desired condition and the status quo. The concept of "need" defined
as a gap was first used by Ralph Tyler in his historic work on the
development of curriculum at the University of Chicago in the early
fifties. Tyler wrote:

Studies of the learner suggest educational objectives only when the infor-
mation about the learner is cornpared with some desirable standards, some
conception of acceptable norms, so that the difference between the present
condition of the learner and the acceptable norm can be identified. This differ-
ence or gap is what is generally referred to as a need.'s

Earlier definitions for "need" included gaps in processes, while
the later work of Kaufman and Corrigan emphasized the concept as
relating only to gaps in results or outcomes.° The concept of needs
assessment was developed into a longer process of system analysis in
the late sixties in Operation PEP Preparation of Educational Planners) in
California."."

IS Ralph W 10er Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction " Syllabus

for Education 305 Chicago University of Chicago Press, 1950 pp. 5-6

19 Roger A K ,mman, Robert E Corrigan, and Donald W Johnson. "Towards
Educational Resr ,r.ess to Society's Needs, A Tentative Utility Model." Journal of

Soeio-Economoi )airing Science, 3. 151-57, August 1969, and Kaufman, Educational
System Planning, ,.ip cit.

20 Roger A. Kaufman "A System Approach to Education Derivation and Defini-
tion " AV Communication Review 16(4) 415-25; Winter 1968.

21 Roger A. Kaufman "A Possible Integrative Model for the Systematic and
Measurable Improvement of Education American Psychologist 26(3): 250-56, March
1971.

12
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In order to perform an outcome or "discrepancy analysis" it is
necessary to have measurable statements about future desired condi-
tions and then to assess the present in terms of its distance from those
desired conditions The future desired conditions are educational
goals or objectives stated in terms of desired and validated pupil
learning behaviors. How these behaviors come to be defined and
validated and later set into comparative assessments of what is cur-
rently resulting in the school system is the focus of,this section.

The Generic Steps of Needs Assessment

The generic steps of needs assessment" are as follows:

1. Planning to plan: charting means and ends;
2 Goal derivation,
3. Goal validation;
4. Goal prioritization;
5. Goal translation,

5.1 The development of performance indicators;
5.2 The development of detailed performance objec-

tives;
6. Validation of performance objectives;
7. Goal re-prioritization;
8. Futuristic input to goal ranking;
9. Rerank goals;

10. Select testing instruments or evaluative strategies for assess-
ing the current state;

11. Collate data gathered;
12. Develop initial gap or "need statements",
13. Prioritize gap statements according to step 4;
14. Publish list of gap statements

There is also a set of post needs assessment steps which "act"
upon the data produced in the needs assessment. These are;

1. Interpolate gaps by program and level;
2 Conduct diagnostic'planning sessions to develop implementa-

tion strategies to meet identified needs;
3. Budget for implementation strategies;
4. Fund strategies;
5. Implement strategies;

22 For a rolt .,.. of some of these steps see. Raymond G Melton. "Needs A,sess-
rnent Common Sense in Education Catalyst for Change 4(1). 9-11, Fall 1974
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6. Reassess gaps via feedback,
7. Repeat steps of needs assessment process.

Planning To Plan

Even if there were sophisticated manpower available to under-
take a needs assessment, it still could nut be accomplished overnight
A great deal 01 planning should precede the needs assessment Ques-
tions about my oly ement, how the idea will be introduced, anticipating
problems, and des eloping the capacities to handle the data when
gathered are only a few 01 the queries t. rich must be answered.

Most school systems anticipate a time period of approximately
SIN months to two years to complete the full cycle of a needs assess-

ment. The time line will ary depending upon the sophistication of
the school system, the personnel to be inYol\ ed in the assessment,
and the staff pros idled Another important factor will be the utilization
of goals and obiet byes that the system has already de\ eloped. Finally
the existence of seyeral years of data accumulated Yia testing will also
be an important consideration in calculating the overall time required.
It should be strongly emphasized that a needs assessment should be a
continuing activity, not a one-shot affair.

Who Shall Be Involved?

If classical educational planning has suffered greatly from any
particular weakness, it has been the lack of meaningful citizen and
student input in the pros ess of planning, particularly in the establish-
ment of goals for the school system. In many school systems, the
prerogauyes of the protessional to decide solely upon the type and
kind of community my olyement hay e been directly challenged through
decentralization or by state legislatures themselves in developing

accountability legislation
The lack of citizen ins olyement in determining what was desir-

able and feasible has led to any number of political catastrophes such
as the controsersies user sex education as a curriculum priority, and
more recently the s mienc . and conflict in West Virginia over the
selection or schrol textbooks No matter how much the professional

23 In rexiim,mg the re«.nt textbook dilemma in \Next Virginia, former Nev. Jersey
ornme.,aoner tit I dm dhoti (ad Starbuiger noted, It ,een to me that if parent par-

ticipation had «it-mimed m Kan,ca.ha, it is unlikel that the situation would cAer have
become so aggrAated See the \Vest Virginia Textbook,. Neil. York Tunes, Octo-
ber 24 1974, PC 41
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would like to com. ince himself or herself that he or she is the best
judge of what should be taught in the schools, the professionals do
not (contrary to some popular belief) control the schools. Much could
be avoided if professionals w ould nut see c wry plan for citizen involve-
ment as an attempt to erode their power, safety, and authority.

The exclusion of citizen participation in school affairs has been
a consistent pattern of at least the past fifty years that is now in the
process of a dramatic rckersal. The pattern of exclusion is partly a
result of distrust of citizen meddling which is greatly feared, by and
large, at the school leel by teachers and principals Part of the acri-
mony over the means of education is a result of the lack of professional
leadership in focusing parent and citizen input on the outcomes (ends)
of education That the schools are obYiously failing large numbers of
students w hile these came schools are protesting citizen interference
m the process of education has aroused a marked response in citizen
and legislative ire.

Any question regarding the necessity for citizen and student in-
vok ement in establishing a needs assessment for the school system can
be referred to the basic tenet that the schools belong to the people.
Moreover, such involYement is critical in the needs assessment process
because if educators are to make decisions (that is "act upon" the data
produced from the process), they sill find themselves isolated if there
is not a sense of ownership or proprietorship of those decisions by the
students and community.

The most secure test of the necds assessment process comes in
"acting upon" the needs, or "closing the gaps" identified in the pro-
cedure Such a point comes when the dollar begins to change direc-
tions and when a shift of priorities occurs within the school system,
each with constituencies in the community. At such a time the result
can be politically dangerous if those same constituencies do not
"own" the information and if they hae not been involved in formulat-
ing solutions to the needs (gaps) identified.'"

The Phenomenon of Finite Resources

Needs or educational gaps are prioritized because while needs
are infinite, human resources (dollars, time, people) are finite. This
forces a human system to rank its goals, and to meet critical needs first,

24 I or an vin c 11on1 prewntation of sampling technujues of the community see'
\ppendix 8 in john R Stock and Dionne I Marx Citsten..: School Survey Surveying
the Public's iducational Goal' Worthington, Ohio 5- hool Management Institute and
the Battelle Memorial Institute, 1971 18 pp
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thus delaying less important ones. As citizens come to see this in a
practical sense at the local level, they may be willing to raise local taxes,
or to support a bond issue, or to lend their services to special levies of

one foim or .mother While resources are finite, they are relatively
eiaseee . Vi.ith more information and a ser.,e of ownership in sifting the
priorities of the school systems, educators may come to see that the

people are willing to expand the flow of resources to the school
system. Thus, the boundaries of resources expand to meet more needs

than before. Partially, this is a result of making clear what the priorities
of the school system actually are

Will the Board's Prerogatives Be Usurped?

Additional fears for the role of the Board of Education have been
raised about needs assessment. If the Board sees the needs assessment
process as a plebiscite of the public they may feel threatened since
they may hold views which they believe they have been elected to
implement. Therefore the Board's fundamental responsibility for direc-
tion setting must not be encroached upon but enhanced via the needs

assessment process.'
The needs assessment does not curtail any prerogatives of the

Board. It is not a plebiscite, it identifies only "gaps" between what is
desired in terms of results and current outcomes The needs assess-
ment identifies the "what," it does not identify the "why," or the

'how." The needs assessment process will help the Board continually
focus on community concerns, it is not a substitute for Board action or
in, coon. The Board retains its essential role as a decision-maker, both
in evaluating goal priorities suggested by the community, and in
iecommending action to close identified gaps and meet existing goals

If, however, the Board has not had its eyes upon the "whole pic-
tur,?," or if individual Board members have been elected,on "one issue"
platforms, the needs assessment process will help them to focus, even
serve as a forcing function formally to identify and examine the needs

ot total school system and to prioritize these in relationship to one
another The needs assessment will assist the Board in establishing the
"big picture" and a long range view and help them find criteria for

The role ot the board in the needs assessment process was explored in "The

board s kole in ( urriculum Development Speech betore the New York State School
isoards Association Annual Convention, New York City, October 1974, by Fenwick

Inghsh (Mimeographed 2 pp.
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evaluating the effectiveness of administrative proposals and administra-
tive performance. It is because school boards have not had a method
for abandoning the trivia that calls for alternative tools of citizen in-
volvement and input have arisen 2" Both the role of the general com-
munity and the Board's ability to represent its various constituencies
can be enormously enhanced via a needs assessment.

The Role of the Teachers Association/Union

A nervous teachers association or union may wonder if the needs
assessment will mean another innovation, or will usher in a wave of
more trouble with the board or administration. Groundwork with the
leaders of the union or association that frankly, candidly, and honestly
explains that it is not an innovation, rather a process for determining
if innovation is even necessary and a process to foster greater staff
participation in determining the priorities of the school system, will
pay rich dividends.

In most school systems, it is the teachers who have a major, if not
preeminent role in goal translation and the identification of "gaps"
and strategies to deal with the "gaps." Since teachers comprise the
largest professional input to the process, their voice will be heavily felt
in the formulation of direction and the application of ideas to move the
system toward the identified goals. In the process of developing a
workable relationship, all partners will share in the accountability for
the results no longer will the teacher be the "fall guy." The needs
assessment process clearly helps to delineate the shared responsibility
for acting upon the gaps once these are identified and located.

Weighting the input to the Process

Kaufman believes that the maior constituencies involved with a

needs assessment should have equal value, he therefore assigns no
weighting to any one audience in goal setting. 27 Each constituency is
therefore of equal worth. However, in the actual development of the
performance indicators, performance objectives or the like, the profes-
sional carries the major responsibility for goal translation (as well as
for implementation) While it can be argued that community repre-
sentatives and students could also be involved in these steps, in most

2'; For an example of dealing vs ith the trivia as a pathology of a board see. David
Rogers 110 Livingston Street New York Random House, Inc., 1968.

27 Kaufman, Educational System Planning, op ca
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cases they have not been. It takes., some training to engage in writing
performance objectives, a skill some professionals have not yet mas-
tered very well.

Most systems using needs assessment have not gone beyond the
initial weighting of the input Very few even attempt to validate the
objectives from the three constituc noes proposed by Kaufman and
almost universally used in the field. professionals, community, and
students. Gaining confidence from the public and students and staff
will mean spelling out ahead of time how the data will he treated.
It is important, we think, for educational and political reasons, both in
the initial assessment and later acting upon the data, that these three
basic constituencies be equally weighted.

Dealing with Ambiguity and Anxiety

If the school system prof-using needs assessment has been largely
functioning at he survival level, living from day-to-day crises, and
buffeted by forces of accountability, decentralization, or internal strife,
then some explanation of what needs assessment is and is not will be
necessary in order to quell some of the rumors which will certainly
result in the discussion about doing one. A general rule of thumb is
that the more specific the information, the less anxiety, inasmuch as
ambiguity leads to speculation and rumor even more than does sped-
fluty. In times of declining enrollment when job security may be an
issue, it will be important to state ahead of time the intended uses of
the data and what kinds of administrative and instructional decisions
will be made with the data, also how much influence various groups
will have in the input process, the problem identification, the solution
derivation, and the implementation and evaluation of the entire process

The more people know what is happening, why it is happen-
ing, and how data vvill be used, the more considered will be their
input. If teachers, parents, or students suspect that needs assess-
ment is merely a "paper exercise" to satisfy some legal requirement,
or to soothe professional guilt feelings about making most of the
real decisions, they will not take much time to become identified with
or become involved with the process itself. If at the end of the needs
assessment process, the Board and the administration are proposing
various solutions to which the teachers, parents, and students are react-

ing with indifference or hostility, then there was not enough involve-
ment, not enough explanation, and certainly no feeling of ownership
trom these groups about the problems or the solutions identified To
avoid being in this dilemma, the Board and administration should take
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great care in planning carefully and committing themselves to mean-
ingful and substantive inyolyement These factors should be incor-
porated and outlined in the "planning to plan" phase of the needs
assessment.

Goal Derivation

To undertake a needs assessment, or outcome gap analysis, it is
necessary to have two bask indices. a clear statement of a measur-
able, desired, and future outcome, and a clear indication of the current
results in relation to the desired outcomes. The "gap" between the
two is a need or discrepancy

There are two basic approaches to deriving future desired out
conies The first is to gather a group together (it can also be done by
mail) and have the group list the desired results. Upon agreement, an
assessment of what is currently the state then follows A simple dis-
crepancy list can then be constructed. This is called a compilation of
"felt needs," since such lists begin with the concerns (or internal judg-
ments or "feelings") of the group as to what ought to be present (or
absent) in any given situation. One of the problems with beginning
with "felt needs" is that what ends up being expressed as a "gap' is
the absence of a "pet solution" rather than a statement of difference
between a given fewl of pupil learning or growth and a desired level.
It is not uncommon to find amonc, lists of 'felt needs" examples of the
following statements-

"Lack of bilingual program"
"We should be individualizing instruction more"
"Our school must have a flexible schedule"
"We are not accountable here for results."

Bilingual programs, indiyidualized instruction, flexible scheduling,
and accountability are means to ends, not ends in themselves. Most
"felt needs" lists arc enumerations of such solutions rather than a listing
of discrepancies between two states of learner growth, that is, desired
and actual.

Goal der-Ration is the conscious process of stepping away from
the current program, its current curriculum .nd methods of implemen-
tation, and its biases and assumptions. It requires thinking about
desired learner growth needed to survise in a rapidly changing society
and the setting down of a list of outcomes or skills, knowledges, and
attitudes that students should acquire in order to cope with such a
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rapidly changing society." After these have been validated, ranked,
and changed into detailed performance terms, an assessment is made
of current levels of achievement or growth to determine the gaps. As a
result of determining that gaps or "needs" do exist, a search is then
begun in a diagnostic phase to determine if there is enough individual-
ized instruction, or if rigid schedules prevent good teaching from
occurring, or if a budget system could he derived to coincide with
determining if the current programs are ineffective and costly for the
results obtained From the gaps come useful clues for tracing down
problems with the taols and processes of implementation.

For this reason, we recommend that goal derivation begin away
from the level of "felt needs" with concentration upon future desired
learner outcomes first, rather than beginning with a "rap session" about
what's wrong with the schools Another approach equally as dangerous
as the "felt needs" approach is to begin drafting and defining needs
from the current condition via standardized testing and accepting the
test results as an indicator of need.29 For example, some states may

accept the results of some standardized test as the indicator that any
student two or more grade levels below is in "need" of a special pro-
gram, or of ESEA Title I funding, or of additional aid. This approach
begins with the test, assumes its validity, and defines the target popu-
lation accordingly, and then leaps to the solutiona tendency anytime
one uses the word "need" io describe anything other than an outcome
gap! The test may not be valid at all for the goals and objectives of the
school system, but if used in this manner it circumvents any local par-
ticipation and ranking of educational priorities. A test should be
selected after the goals and objectives are derived and validated, not
before. Tests should be selected to derive a data base compared to
local goals and objectives, and not used in the absence of such data

to indicate "gaps" in current educational programs.
It is paradoxical that a "needs assessment" derived from standard-

ized tests will, on a large enough sample, always show that 50 percent
of the population are below average, and at least 14 percent or more
two standard deviations below (or for that matter, above) the mean.
Thus, to allow a standardized test to define a "need" is to build in
failure from the beginning for at least a percentage of students in the

28 For an example of big city goals see "Report of the District Goals Review
Committee," Los Angeles Unified School District, October 1974 51 pp

22 New York mandates extra state aid for students based upon the results
of a standardized achievement test in math and reading Districts are forced to follow
the formula
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school system The testing base should be selected with care after the
goals and objectives have been developed, and the nature of those
objectives be used as one criterion for test selection. A school system
which allows itself to define needs solely from standardized tests has
signed away its prerogatives and local options for program develop-
ment, and the responsibility for meeting the unique needs of its own
clientele and community accordingly. That is not accountability, it is
closer to irresponsibility.

A Philosophy of Education: Is One Necessary?

Often one hears about the necessity fc- developing a philosophy
of education and then developing goals and objectives from it. This is
to add a step which may not be necessary in needs assessment. Most
philosophical statements of education are muddled attempts to define
the nature and purpose of schooling and the type of educational pro-
gram desired by the patrons or the Board Once in a while some clear
statements of desired pupil learning are encountered as well, often
jumbled into the same paragraphs that describe the type of school and
program desired Beginning with such a "philosophy" as a base to
define future desired conditions leads educators into the same trap as
that of beginning with "felt needs Too often, statements about
schools and programs, which are means to ends, are confused with
what students ought to be learning in those schools and programs.

Most attempts at writing a "philosophy" represent an attempt to
draft something in writing that pleases everyone and offends no one.
They have to be sufficiently vague as to boggle a precise interpretation.
For example, "Develop each child to his or her own capacity" is loose
enough so that one may be a hero or a bum depending upon who is
subjectively evaluating the criterion' A philosophy has one other dis-
advantage, that is, it is impossible to validate in the abstract. if one
should encounter a philosophy, how is it determined that it represents
the considered opinion of the majority of the patrons, or what does
it mean? Some philosophies are distinctly anti empirical, that is,
Validation is done by rhetorical and logical argument, not on the basis
of human input, perception, and observation. Such statements are
"above" validation in the sense that public reaction means very little.
While beginning to derive goals of education for students that are
subject to some empirical test is not an impossible task from a
philosophical statement, it is a step which may be more confusing
than helpful

An empirical philosophy of education is assumed in an approach
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to needs assessment. Input and reaction from teachers, parents, and

students with equal weighting, mean that human perception and
human values are a part ot an approach to defining the/outcomes of
education. After the goals are defined and translated into performance
or behavioral terms, and then into programs by consensus, it would be
far more meaningful to w rite a philosophy of education as a summary
to the future desired conditions, rather than a prerequisite prior to
discussing those desired conditions, anti probably far more accurate
and consistent as well.

Goals represent non -time specific and desired outcomes of the
schooling years in terms ot pupil behaviors. As such they represent
minimum expectancies, not maximum attainments, that is, they repre-
sent the establishment of a floor not a ceiling There is nothing to
limit school systems from going beyond the minimum expectancies
Yet the "floor" represents a bask commitment, that is, a promise that
unless a student is severely impaired the system will guarantee that he
or she would acquire those skills, knowledges, and attitudes prior to
graduation. This commitment does not ignore the fact that the school
or educators do not control all the variables associated with school
progress, but that they do have at their disposal some of the costliest
means to deal with society's most precious asset and its stake on the

future, that is, the young
How are goals established? Coals Lan be developed from groups

of educators, citizens, and students who "brainstorm" them There are
also many sources of educational goals. Many states through state
departments of education are developing and validating goal state-
ments. One of the first was a special task force in Pennsylvania devel-

oped by the Educational Testing Service. Some of these goals were-

1. Quality education should help every child acquire the greatest
possible understanding of himself and an appreciation of his
worthiness as a member of society,

2. Quality education should help every child acquire understand-

ing and appreciation of persons belonging to social, cultural,
and ethnic groups different from his own;

3 Quality education should help every child acquire to the full-
est extent possible for him mastery of the basic skills in the

use of words and numbeis""

30 Henry S Dyer and John K Hemphill "Highlights of a Report from Educa-
tional resting Service to the State Board ot Education of the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania Princeton, New Jersey Educational Testing Service, June 30, 1%5 21 pp
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Other state departments have similarly published lists of goals
such as:

Florida,

All students shall acquire a know ledge and understanding of the
opportunities open to them for preparing for a productive life,
and shall develop those skills and abilities which will enable them
to take Coll advantage of those opportunitiesincluding a positive
attitude toward work and respect for the diginity of all honorable
occupations."

Michigan,

Michigan education must assure the development of youth as

citizens who have self-respect, respect for others, and respect
for law.32

Texas,

Ail students should achieve knowledge about comparative political
systems with emphasis on democratic institutions, the American
heritage, and the responsibilities and privileges of citizenship."

Goals may be delved from various types of group activities, how-
ever, more and more such derivations are from state sources. A perusal
of state lists of goals illustrates a remarkable similarity in basic aims

Goal Validation

While there are many types of validity,, for purposes of a needs
assessment validity is established, in part, by consensus among the
constituencies identified who are invoked in determining whether
or not those goals listed shall be used by the system iiself. Thus, we are
essentially dealing with "face validity," for purposes of constructing an
instrument to rank order the goals of the system.' Goal validation
consisted in one system of mailing to 100 citizens, including profes-
sional educators, a survey requesting input as to whether or not the

31 Dt.partment in Education Goals for Education in Florida." Tallahassee,
Florida the Department, n d 11 pp.

32 Department of Education the Common Coals of Michigan Education."
Lansing, Michigan the Department, September 1971. 11 pp

33 Texas Education Agency "Goals for Public School Education in Texas," Austin
texas the Agency, October 1970 2 pp.

11 Face or cont: t validity is a nonstatistical type of validity See a discussion of
validity in N M Dos nic and R 'N Heath. Basic Statistical Methods New York
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1'365 pp 222.27
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proposed goals for the school district should be included, excluded, or
amended for later ranking or prioritization purposes.' The purpose of
goal \daliclation is to determine whether or not a set of goals should
stand for the minimal scope of the basic commitment of the system to
its clients and to the supporters of the system. While the goals may
be rearranged almost infinitely there should not be a goal which is
outside of the goal list, that is, it should be inclusive.

Another dimension is necessary in a useful validation procedure in
addition to those which are generated by the partnersan external
referent and set of criteria which relate to performance outside of the
educational system. Kaufman, Corrigan, and Johnson suggest a utility
referent of the skills, knowledges, and attitudes necessary to achieve
the minimal le\dels of survival in, and then hopefully contribution to,
the world after legally exiting from the educational agency."° Thus
partner-perceo,ed needs are then compared to an external set of criteria
about that which actually is necessary in the world of work, the world
of human relations, and the world of values and productivity. It is this
addition of criteria external to the partner perceptions ("felt needs")
that is a hallmark of a practical and useful needs assessment. " If there
are differences between the partners and the utility data, a "negotia-
tion" must be completed, usually with a modification in the perceptions
of the partners, or occasionally the collection of new empirical data to
substantiate or modify the original empirical information. Information
.concerning external surw,a1 and contribution may be gleaned from a
number of sources, including census and employment data, Depart-
ment of Labor figures on consumption and survival, levels of income
and productivity, the World Almanac, and the like. The importance of
this external empirical information cannot be overemphasized, for it
prcnides empirical reality to the perceptions of the educational partners

Goal Prioritization

The next step upon \daliclation of the goals of the system must be
pei formed in a ranking exercise. There are soderal ways to accomplish
ranking or prioritizing of the goals. Most common is a survey or
questionnaire. The State Department of Education in Maryland used
the Motor Vehicle Administration's list of persons possessing a driver's

37, Fenwick W English Report on a Partial Return on County Wide Needs
Assessment Florida The School Board 01 Sarasota County, May 9, 1973 (Mimeo-

graphed ) 6 pp.
36 Kaufman, Corrigan, and Johnson, op cit
37 Kaufman, Educational Syqem Planning, op cit
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license and mailed out a survey to 23,990 citizens comprising students,
professional educators, and school board members. The Department
received a 51.5 percent response The sample ranked the following
goals as most important:

1. Mastery of reading skills;
2. Ability to arrive at independent decisions;
3. Development of self-respect;
4 Ability to apply knowledge and skills to the solution of real life

problems;
5. Knowledge of the personal and social consequences of critical

health problems (such as smoking, drug abuse, alcohol,, work
hazards);

6 Skills required for employment in their selected occupations
by students planning to enter the job market. 38

Another procedure for goal rank'ng is the Q-sort technique." This
technique enables a person to rank order a number of goal statements.
Each goal carries a ni.mber to identify i'. As the goal is withdrawn from
a series of card pockets it is given the value of rank assigned to it by
the respondent For a group it is fairly easy to sum the values given to
each of the goals and divide by the total number in the group to com-
pute an arithmetic mean for each goal vhich is then rank ordered by
mean scores to indicate the group's ovcrall priority attached to the
goal compared to all the goals.

Often one hears the question, "Why is it necessary to rank the
goals? They are all important'" The fact of the matter is that goals of
education as they are translated now (mostly by default and tradition)
are given priorities within school districts. The reading program may
he most important, but it may receive less sc.pport by the Board than
the interscholastic athletic program. When educational goals are ulti-
mately translated into budgetary commitments, administrative decisions
must be made as to v, here dollars must be allocated to attain the most
important goals of the system. Unless goals are formally ranked such
decisions are often impossible since there exist now political constitu-
encies actively imokecl in perpetuating current funding levels of some
programs. Shifts within a school budget made necessary by more or
less constant resources must have as a rationale the criticality of the

39 Maryland State Department of Education. "Goals and Needs of Maryland
Public Ed ication Baltimore, Stary land the Department, November 30, 1972. 24 pp.

f,ed Kedinger. 'Q Methodology In Foundations of Behds bra! Research
New York Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc , 1964 pp 581-602
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purpose of funding commitment. While all goals are important, they
are not equall, important, particularly as a basic commitment to all
children as a minimal expectation, or "floor" educational commitment.

Goal Translation

After goals have been ranked, they must be translated into mea-
surable terms, or performance standards of they are not already in this
form). To do this in one step is often too big a jump for the translators.
For this reason some needs assessment procedures now include an
intermediate step, that is, moving from general, global goal statements
to performance indicators Performance indicators are what they imply,
that is, an "indication" or mark of the goal. Generally, goals are so
broad as to take many objectives to capture their full scope and intent.
An example of performance indicators is taken from the New York
State Education Department's pamphlet on "Goals for Elementary,
Secondary, and Continuing Fducation in New York State."

Coal Mastery of the ba,,ic skills of communication and reasoning essen-
tial to live a full and productive life.
1. Communication skills (for example, reading, writing, speaking,

listening, and viewing);
2. Computation operations (for example, mathematical concep-

tualization, problem solving, data collection);,

3. The logical process of thinking creatively, critically, and con-
structively in problem solving, planning, evaluation, analysis,
research, etc.4°

Items 1, 2, and 3 above are performance indicators, that is, they
begin to bench mark in more specific terms, but not yet in full perfm-
mance statements, what is meant in the goal, "mastery of the basic
skills of communication and reasoning." Often the question is asked,
"Hove many objectives should be written to capture an educational
goal, that is, when does one stop writing objectives?" The answer is
fairly easy with the utilization of performance indicators. After a brain-
storming session with staff and others who agree that a full range of
indicators appears to meet the full intent of a goal, a performance
objective is dratted to further define each performance indicator. The
performance indicator provides one more loxl of specificity of the
school district via a process of successive approximation. Successive

Ne%% York State Education Department. "Goals for Elementary, Secondary,
and Continuing EA-filiation in NeN,N, York State.' Albany the Department, February 1974
20 pp
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approximation refers to the process of becoming increasingly, by steps,
more specific, beginning with global goals and deriving specific per-
formance obiectixes Reality is approximated and approached, never
fully captured.

Another example of clerking pertormatue indicators is supplied
by Idella Moss

Coal The student will acquire and deyelop a concern for moral, ethical,
and-spiritual values and for the application of such values to life
situations

Cognitive Indicators'
1. Perceiy es the purpose and function of moral, ethical, and

spiritual values;
2 Perceiy es criteria by which moral, ethical, and spiritual values

are tested or judged,
3. Perceives processes:procedures by which moral, ethical, and

spiritual values may be modified or changed.

Affe( tAe Indicators
1 Is aware of moral, ethical, and spiritual values,
2 ,Accepts responsibility for his role as a participant in repre-

sentaiie situations that require application of moral, ethical,
and spiritual values;

3 Associates personal consequences of responses in representa-
tive situations that require application of moral, ethical, and
spiritual values,

4 Declares commitment for appropriate responses in representa-
tive situations that require application of moral, ethical, and
spiritual values,
Habitually responds appropriately in unstructured or spon-
taneous situations that require application of moral, ethical,
and spiritual values,

6 Consistently chooses appropriate responses in structured or
«intmed situations that require application of moral, ethical,
and spiritual values."

Moss has stated that when teachers and other professional stall
members begin the process of translating goals into performance state-
ments, an excellent -forcing funs tion" is to use the two taxonomies of
ethic ational °hie( ties 12 " Another approach would be simply to draft

" idaa 1 `toss Working papers the Sarasota Needs Assessment Sarasota,
Honda, 1074 (Xeroxed 12 pp

42 Bloom et al Tootrotm, ot fthicational Miff to es Handbook I
C ogmove Potnatn New York David Mt Kay Company, Inc. , 1056,

n Das id KratImohl it dl roononn of Mu( atiOthii Obleli/1C, ILVIdigUA II
Afteco e Domain New York David McKay Company, Int , 1964,
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objectives for each performance indicator and then cluster them into
the various types of objectives The advantage to the forcing of objec-
tive development into the categories is that it has a tendency to
broaden the scope of the objectives so that a more realistic array of
objectives is developed. It the scups appears to be too narrow, addi-
tional performance indicators can he developed

The Development of Performance Objectives

Much has been written in recent years regarding the process of
developing educational performance objectives:" The idea behind
developing an objective is to make it time specific, indicate clearly the
required behaviors including attitudes expected of the learner, and the
conditions by which those behaviors will be judged to be acceptable
after the curriculum or intervention has been implemented.45

Once sets of performance indicators have been developed for
each of the ranked and validated educational goals, objectives can be
developed, sometimes more than one for each performance indicator.

Moss developed a simple format for translation of performance
Indicators, (See Diagram #1 ) The educational goal is clearly a com-
plex one, far beyond some of the simple educational goals which state
a required mastery of reading at some percentile level of a standard-
ized test.

For the goal invoking skills and habits involved in critical and
constructive thinking, the following may serve as indicators of that goal.

1. The student is able to use criteria (such as relevance, causation,
and sequence) to discern a pattern, order, or arrangement of
ideas, concepts, or materials in a document or a situation.

2. The student will be able to recognize the organizational
principles or patterns on which an entire document or work
is based.

3. The student is able to arrange and combine elements or parts
so as to form a whole:
a. to produce a unique communication;
b. to produce a plan or proposed set of operations;,
c. to derive a set of abstract relations.

44 For an excellent overview of the abuses of behavioral objectives see Arthur
W ( ornbs Educational Accountability, Beyond Behavioral Objectives Washington,

D ( Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1972
45 Robert Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives Palo Alto, California Fearon

Publishers, Inc , 1961
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4. The student will b, able to produce a set of explanations to
account for given phenomena by:
a. creating a classification scheme;

b. creating an explanatory model;
c. creating a conceptual scheme;

d. creating a theoryto account for a range of phenomena,,
data, and observation.

Using the Taxonomies of Educational Obicctives as a tool of trans-
lation, a list of ten educational goals may require 150 educational objec-
tives. These objectives are >tate(' fur the terminal or exit point for the
school system, that is, foi a school district with a high school, the objec-
tives are stated for grade twelve, for a K-8 system, eighth grade. The
oblecties are minimal expectations, or behaviors which all students
will acquire in some acceptable way within the time spent in the school
system proxiding that they are not impaired in some way from learn-
ing them.

Sometimes is asked, "Why begin at the end of the educational
sequence, why not at the beginning?" Once again the objectives have
been clerked from educational goals which are statements of future
desired conditions (learning) which should occur somewhere within
the educational system. Just as it is not wise to begin with "felt needs"
because they arc too often confused with current school system behav-
ior and'or existing techniques, so it is unwise to begin developing
fourth grade goals without knowing what the fifth grade, eighth grade,
or twelfth grade goals are and how these in turn relate to survival and
contribution in the external world. The selection of goals by grade
text)l or by some other method for establishing evaluation points within
the organization must begin with the "floor" expectations at the end of
the educational sequence. This does not inhibit the school system from
providing more to the student, but it does set-x(2 as impetus to examine
the school program, scheduling, funding, and staffing so as to ensure
that students will acquire the basic expectations prior to the time they
are permitted to graduate.

Subgoals for the school system are extrapolated from the terminal
goals and broken into simpler parts, skills, knowledgesand attitudes
by interpolation from the last expected or global goal for the system.
That is, if such and such learner behavior is required here, then what
arc the subskills, knowledges, and attitudes which will be required
before, and at what general levels would they appropriately be placed?
Findings from the social sciences as to types of !earner psychological
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Goa/ The student will acquire and use the skills and habits involved in critical and
constructive thinking

Porturmance lothLat(ir The student is able to apply principles and generalizations to
new problems and situations

Step I
State the «mditams under which behaviors may be observed (specify most

meaningful type ot evaluation)

Ftamplo tor above
A contrived classroom conshuct or simulation, either on paper or developed

within small groups which may be observed by the teacher

Step 2
State the institutional expectancy (percent ut grade group ot which behavior is

expected or the degree ot individual mastery desired)

Example for abase
Atter the muutrived situation passes, the learner is able to specify verbally or on

paper the following

I The processes by which the group set criteria which were then instructive
and (Jr appropriate in deriving generalizations appropriate to problem solving
by the group,

2 the limits within which a particular group generalization or principle tested
the limits or the grotto .oluttontst,
The type ot decision reached by the group and whether or not the decision
Was supported by the group's generalizations and logic.

Step 3
State the required prom lern vin the performance of the behavior

(sample for ahoy e
the learner will exhibit verbally ur by listing on paper the major strategies

selected by the group and those which led to a conclusion warranted by that strategy

Step 4
State the evaluative instrument or ter hnique to be used

I xample for abo e
The learner will indicate in an accompanying essay or written explanation as

judged by the teacher his ability to inter particular qualities or characteristics not
directly stated nom c lees available in the situation He will give the assumptions upon
which the group tun( tamed and by which curtain solutions sere then generated

5 the student perceives extrapi,lation behavior as facilitating his comprehen-
sion or a go en problem or situation

ti The student willingly specifies or requests limits »Ohm which a particular
principle or generalization is true or relevant in seeking to solve problems
or understand a given situation.

7 the student consistently justifies or requests justifications of particular
courses ot action or decisions in a new situation by the use of appropriate
prim iples or generalizations

Diagram #1. Format for the Translation of Performance Indicators
into Performance Objectives. Developed by Idella Moss.
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readiness and es idence of ability to solve problems can be brought to
bear to ascertain approximate points in the school system at which
mastery should occur The approach is something like a child learning
to walk Most children learn to walk somewhere between nine months
and two years It a child does not walk within that time period suspi-
cion is raised about the possibility that something may be physically or
psychologically impairing the child from walking. Preventive action
may be taken In the form of medical or psychological diagnosis and/or
treatment.

It seems to us that requiring all children to learn some skill or
acquire some knowledge or attitude at a fixed point in the school
system ignores all that is known about learning in human beings
Rather such learning should be stated as expected to occur within cer-
tain time or developmental spans, so that in reality the learning expected
to be mastered upon exit from the system would have only not been
mastered by a frac tional part of the school population at that time, and
so that preventive measures would have been taken very much earlier in
the system when certain students were not learning the subskills neces-
sary for terminal skill or knowledge mastery "' this would require the
development of a support sub-system, and system flexibility which does
not exist in most school systems It implies a fundamental change in
the operation of most so hook and school systems, that is, movement
away from a time-based definition of learning to one which is growth-
based and responsRe to learner need Most school systems do not use
ethic ational feedback (knowledge of results) because it is riot currently
required for the system to function. Once schools must assume re-
sponsibility for learning, they must move away from a time - oriented
definition of learning and become responsible for learning per se as
measurable changes in skills, knowledges, and attitudes.

Validation of Performance Objectives

As any critic of performance objectives can easily substantiate,
almost anything can be translated into performance terms, that is,
learner behaviors The process of establishing a performance or be-
havioral objective is not a process to establish its validity, except to

"3 [he tontepi munal ()hie( five' has been disputed in a precise translation
hit h Mat, mean learning ec.ttio NH, concept of parameter objective" has also been

used `we Joseph St Conte and I enWR k W English "A theoretical ( onstruct for
Mediating Instruction in the SooSocual Sciences" Atglimi0Jai hittrutlion 13(3), 24) _53,
March 1%8
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say it is either a performance objective or it is not Whether or not
the objective should be applied to the schools is another matter.

We are not at the point in the development within the needs
assessment process where a list of performance objectives has been
produced to match sets of performance indicators derived from educa-

tional goals. Only the educational goals have been validated and
ranked. Are the performance objectives representative of the goals?

This is essentially a question of validity regarding content. And content
validity has two dimensions within the process. The first is a matter
of determining the accuracy of the translation from goal to perfor-

mance indicator to performance objective. The second is a matter of
scope. While it may be determined that the performance objectives
for a given educational goal do in fact represent what the critical
audiences meant when they ranked it by assigning a value to it, all

the objectives which may capture the full intent of the goal may not

be present Thus, while the objectives represent an accurate transla-
tion, they are not all the objectives which are required.

The exit performance objectives must then be validated, again by

the three basic groups involved in validating the educational goals
parents and community, students, and professional staff Such groups

must be asked, "Is this what you meant when you ranked this first?"

and Are all the objectives below representative of what you meant
when you ranked this goal as important?" There are a number of

ways to do this. If the total number of goals is not too long, then a
telephone survey could suffice.47 If they are too long to recall in this
format they could constitute the basis for a door-to-door sampling of
the community with a trained group of parent or student volunteers.

Finally, a paper questionnaire or survey form could be used At this
point, stratified random samples could be designed from the students,
teaching staff, and community. What the system requires is feedback

about the educational objectives in relationship to the educational
goals One more feature could be added within this step, that is, asking

the respondent to rerank the educational goals now that he sees what

they look like translated into more specific statements Again valida-

tion consists of having each respondent group approve M a previously

determined level of acceptance that the objectives represent the intent

and scope of any given educational goal.

47 A telephone survey was used by the State Education Department in New

York to sample administrators at random on educational goals See Robert C lamitte
'Summary of Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing Education in New York State

Goals Telephone Survey Report Albany. State Education Department, January 15,

1975 3 pp
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Educational Goal Re-prioritization

Some educators involved with needs assessment have found it
necessary to build into the process several points for reconsideration
of the primacy of some educational goals. For example, Moss found
in Florida that when teachers examined the affective counterparts to
some of the educational goals, they saw that they would assign different
ranks to them based upon the translation. Also as the affective objec-
t.ps began to unfold, varying commonalities undergirdmg a number
of cognitive objectives were discovered. This tended to elevate the
importance of the affective dimensions of the educational objectives
and created a second list of educational goals which may be parts of
goals from the original list of ranked educational goals.

For a school system which wants to have a second list of tanked
goals, once performance indicators and objectives have been devel-
oped, a second sampling of students, staff, and community may be
accomplished. This may form the base for a second validation of the
educational goals themselves. Actually any one of the steps in the needs
assessment process may be repeated and fed back into the previous
steps to perform the feedback function. This is one of the ways that
needs assessment should be self-correcting and take into consideration
shifts in educational goal priorities over time, since no list of educa-
tional goals ranked once would ever maintain the same importance
over time, particularly if any of the "gaps" or "needs" had been met
successfully by the school system.

Futuristic Input to Goal Ranking

One of th basic pragmatic questions facing the curriculum
developer is that of immediacy. Needs assessment as outlined thus
far actually represents a systematic culling of perceptions of a num-
ber of identified constituencies. None of these constituencies has a
monopoly on future developments, that is, it is assumed none has a
crystal ball A source such as Toffler's future Shock indicates the
tremendous movement already underway which if projected into the
future portends enormous changes in living and the quality of life in
the nation and the world. To what extent would the educational goals
ranked by the citizenry, educators, and students reflect these changes?
Would the culling of current perceptions merely result in an endorse-
ment and perpetuation of the status quo?

Depending upon the breadth of the input in the various groups
ranking educational goals, there may be some danger that the school
system would become shaped by a studied moment at our place in
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time. Of course, the feedback loop and the repeating of the needs
assessment steps at selected interYals in the future provide one check
against becoming locked in on a transitory set of needs. The second

is to build into the process some studied and considered attempt to
analyze the future and use this as a data base upon which to rank or
rerank educational goals.

To,. Delphi Process developed by Helmer 4s of the Rand Cor-
poration is one such procedure. The Rand Corporation has developed

a more or less standard set of futuristic goal statements49 for such use,
though the use of the indices in education must be viewed as not very
widespread at this time.'" Basically, the Delphi Procedure is a tiered
sequence of eliciting probability statements about future occurrences
in the world in any given area, from foreign missile capabilities to
medical adyancements. It is possible to develop sets of educational
goals based upon probable conditions which may be regnant in the
world at some agreed upon point in the future."

The curriculum developer may desire to use the Delphi Technique
as a method for generating educational goals, validating educational
goals, or reranking educational goals. While there are some drawbacks

to the use of a procedure like the Delphi, nonetheless it does provide
a systematic method for attempting to balance the development of
educational goals between present and future, and can serve as one
more input to establishing the educational priorities of various goals

Also usetul to "calibrating" the future for inclusion in the needs

assessment procedure and resulting data and objectives are studies
relating to the future world culture. One such effort, showing possible

tuture trends, was reported by Harman.'2 This work, which emanated
from the Stanford Research Institme, also indicates future directions.
Inclusion of future-oriented objectives is critical if we are not to repli-

18 Olaf Omer "Analysis ot the Future The Delphi Method." Santa Monica,
alitorma the Rand Corporation, March 1967, P-3558 (Xeroxed ) 11 pp

0) This list is used in one study See V,' T. Weaver "An Exploration into the
Relationship Bekseen Conceptual Lm,e1 and Forecasting Future Events Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Syracuse University, 1969 347 pp.

511fora good source at tutunstic data see "Education Now for Tomorrow's

World Report (n the Curriculum Committee ot the Calitornia Association of Secon-

dary School Administrators, 1170-2000 Burlingame, California, 1968 80 pp.

11 lames S Waldron 'The Delphi Process. Sow ,ssumptions and Some Real-

ties Paper prepared tor presentation at the 1971 Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research As,ociation (Xeroxed) 17 pp.

52 Wiiiis W Harman 'Nature ot Our Changing Society Implications for

Schools In Philip K Piele et a! Social and Technologica/ Change implications for

Education Eugene, Oregon ERICrCenter for the Advanced Stuc,, Of Educational

Administration, 1970 pp 1.63
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cate yesterday's education (and results) now and in the futurewe
cannot afford to "freeze" in time and ignore the future. In spite of the
fact that predictions are tenuous indeed, they are better than assuming
that no predictions at all can be made, and not preparing learners for
tomorrow If nothing else, learners can be prepared to identify as well
as solve problems as part of the objectives and curriculum, and thus
be able constantly and consistently to change their own skills, knowl-
edges, and attitudes as they live the future and cope with it.

Rerank Goals

Based upon research and predictive studies such as the Delphi
or some other futuristic input data, the goals may be reranked by the
participants or as a result of the input from a group which has studied
the future and made recommendations to that effect. This step is the
concluding one in formulating the first index to perform a needs
assessment A needs assessment is the process of formul,, gaps or
discrepancies between two sets of criteria, a list of future d. .ed con-
ditions and results, and a list of current, existing (not necessarily
desired) conditions and results. All of the steps so far are those
involved with creating a future, validated,, and desired set of conditions
for learners In reality the school system is establishing a set of output
indicators for itself in terms of (earner growth. These can become
the indicators of assessment for the system and its various programs,
not of how much the latter cost.

The Concept of "Out-of-Discipline" Educational Goals

While it is possible to perform a needs assessment within a
particular discipline (history, alt, industrial arts, etc.) and a skill area
(reading, typing, etc ), this is not recommended as an initial step. Edu-
cational goals art rarely confined to one discipline, the origin of which
may be the result of historical accident rather than of considered
theoretical development.

One of the strongest points of a needs assessment for the cur-
riculum developer is that the resulting "gaps" can serve as a useful
and powerful impetus for reexamining the way the curriculum has
been divided in schools. If "gaps" are shown to exist in the communi-
cation skills, perhaps such communication should be viewed outside
of speech, jourii ;:sm, drama, or English, and serve to remind the
curriculum developer that such skills are an integral aspect of all of
those school "subjccts." If, however, a needs assessment were per-
mitted to be undertaken only in English, with no attention to journal-
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ism, drama, speech, or even survival in the "real world," then the
resulting "gaps" could only be a reinforcer to the English program. If

one of the reasons that there are "gaps" in the achievement of students
is the method in which the curriculum is traditionally defined, then
the power of the needs assessment to call this into question will be

lost. If "gaps" are located in English, they may come to be acted upon
in English. For this reason educational goals must be "curriculumless"
in the sense that they are "outside" of the school curriculum.

One good method for assisting the curriculum developer in view-
ing educational goals outside of the curricular disc:, ,ones is by exam-
ining the goals in light of "survival skills." Such a tack was taken in
Oregon in formulating a basic set of educational goals." This approach
also prevents a lot of in-house bickering over the "importance" of the
various disciplines in the school. To avoid endless and fruitless debate
over whether mathematics or science,, social science or English con-
tains the most primary goals, goals are considered outside of these
curricular delineations Later they may be located back within disci-
plines as a matter of determining budgetary priorities and implications
of acting upon revealed "gaps" in the performance of students within

the school system.
Upon the conclusion of the steps described, the curriculum

will have a detailed set of performance objectives which have been
validated and ranked and represent a measurable set of conditions or
directions toward which the school system moves in a deliberate
tashion. The next series of steps is aimed at determining how well
the system is currently reaching those desired conditions.

The Selection of Testing instruments /Developing a Data Base for Gap

Determination

The selection of various testing instruments should be a deliberate

matter of determining how current levels of student performance are

in comparison to desired levels of such performance. The desired
levels of student performance are defined first. Previously we had

commented upon the practice of defining desired levels of perfor-
mance from existing levels of performance, that is, by beginning with
standardized tests as an assessment of current levels and by using the

gaps between those current levels as desired levels.
There are a number of built-in problems with this latter approach,

53 State of Oregon, Department of Education "Oregon Graduation Require-

ments Section 1, II, lit, and IV Salem, Oregon. the Department, September 1973
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not the least of which is the usurpation of the professional staff, citizens,
and students in predetermining what should be of most importance in
the school program and curriculum prior to any testing being 1 ,itiated.
The second is that the determination of -gaps" becomes what the test
can measure or assess per se and not any consideration of what it
cannot measure and whether that is not more important than what is
being measured '' Much of the "flack" about accountability stems
from using tests alone as the chief determiner of program or school
system adequacy. A needs assessment which is solely defined in terms
of standardized test data may be totally inaccrrate and may lead a
school system to overstress the unimportant in the name of that which
can be measured.

Testing instruments ought to be selected with an eye as to vat; -
dated educational objectives broken down by skill or performance
levels in the schools from the terminal, or exit behaviors desired. These
behaviors have been defined not as fixed points, but as "bands" within
which student growth is assessed over a period of time. It is unreal-
istic to belie' e that at any fixed point in time all the students would be
exactly at that point in their developmental or learning process. Objec-
tives must take into consideration these differences in achievement.

If one of the educational objectives is that, "Upon graduation a
student will be able to read a given editorial from the New York Times
placed into the format of a reading test at the 85 percent comprehen-
sion level and be able to identify specific passages of editorial bias,, "''

the assessment or testing strategy would be to cut out several
pages from the paper and administer them to graduating seniors.
Another approach might be to select some standardized reading test
which has the same level of reading difficulty as the paper and assume
that the ability to read at the same level of the paper on the test would
stand for an assessment of the ability to read the paper per se. The
latter type of rationale is common in education when direct assessment
is difficult or objectives are unclear as to what they really mean.

Likewise assessment at lower points in the school system could
reflect the mastery of the designated subskills, knowledges, or atti-
tudes, ( stablished at whatever points have been designed to gather
such data in the school system. The curriculum developer will be most

5 1 Svc Stephen P Klein "The Uses and Limitations of Standardized Tests in
Meeting the Demands for Accountability" Newsletter of the Center for the Study of
A aludoon, CC LA 2(4) 1.12, January 1971,

This obiective would be measurable on a nominal or ordinal scale as stated,
and is thereto re a "goal" as used 1) ) Kaufman in his educational outcome taxonomy.
See Kaufman, Educational System Planning, op cit.
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confounded with assessment in the affective area The same set of
conditions prevail. Are there currently instruments upon which accep-
table scores could be interpreted as indicati"e of a learned attitude,
or will such attitudes have to be directly assessed via observation? In
the affective areas our measurement scales are considerably more
crude and certain!) less reliable.'" In some cases schools or a school
system may have to develop its own attitude inventories or scales

with expert assistance In other cases, anecdotal data may have to
suffice as indicators of attitudes toward school, or to facets of school
programs or subjects.57

in other ways, many of the educational objectives will relate to
attitudes and knowledges necessary for later lifetime activities. In such
cases evaluation of school programs may have to be similarly delayed
to permit "downstream- assessment to take place in the form of gradu-
ate followup studies based upon utilization of key skills learned in the
schools. Also, the school will have to devise simulated activities to
assess whether or not, given a set of circumstances, learners will use
the desired skills. A good example is a first aid course. The principles
of first aid may be tested on a paper and pencil test. Learners may

practice giving mouth-to-mouth resuscitation or dummies, but the
real test may come many years later Interim assessment occurs in
school. The actual assessment may come later Meanwhile, many in

lieu" situations will have to he created to approximate ways of assess-
ing cognitive, affective, and psychomotor growth.

The selection of instruments should be a careful one and should
proceed under the supervision of those most qualified to know the
limitations, strengths, and weaknesses of the tests. Some eye to data
collation and what kinds of decisions may ensue after the data are
gathered should also be anticipated. Rather than abandon an objective
because there is no test available, a school system should move toward
gathering data which may be representative of an attitude or skill The

lack of a ready-made test or assessment instrument should not change

the fundamental importance of an objective after it has been validated
and ranked. It should be used to spur the curriculum developer to
establish as reliable and valid procedures as possible to gather the
data required to indicate how well the students have mastered the

objective itself.

56 See Walcott H Beatty, editor. Improving fducational Acsessment An Inven-
tory 01 Measures of Affectne Bellat.ior Washington, 0 C Association for Supervision

and Curriculum Development, 1969 164 pp.

57 See Eugene I Webb et al Unobtrusive Measures Nonreactive Research in
the Social Cctencec Chicago Rand McNally & Company, 1973.
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Data Collation

Once the various instruments and procedures for data gathering
have been implemented to gather information about current levels of
student performance, the data collected and available, it will have to
be collated into appropriate tables, graphs, charts, and other summative
and descriptive materials." A myriad of considerations must be given
to data collation First, who is the consumer of the material? is it the
Board, the professional staff, the community, the students? Perhaps
the most detailed information should be provided to those by whom
decisions must ultimately be made about what to do with the "gaps"
as the primary consideration. The educational consumer (students and
parents) should be given a forthright accounting of current levels of
performance with as much additional information as may help to
establish the reliability and validity of the instruments used. A frank
disclosure of the lower reliability of attitude scales will be necessary.
The state of the art does not enable us to be too precise about some
things, this is not an indication of their importance, but perhaps an
indication of their complexity. We are convinced that citizens under-
stand this much better than educators believe they do.

Develop Initial Gap or "Need" Statements

At the point at which the curriculum developer can make state-
ments about the gaps in learner performance, between what is desired
and the actual performance in measurable terms, the statement regard-
ing that difference is a "need." A list of prioritized and clustered gaps
constitutes the needs assessment. What has been done up to this point
is the creation of measurable yardsticks for the assessment to occur.

Need statements are listed without reference as to the cause or
reason They are simple statements of fact, that is, the difference
between what was expected and what actually occurred. These are
some examples:

1. Fifteen percent of the senior class could not read an editorial
from the New York Times with at least 80 percent compre-
hension as measured by a criterion-referenced instrument
prepared by the teacher and approved by the department
chairman.

18 See Simplified Educational Assessment A Manual of Nontechnical School
Evaluation Techniques Albany, New York State Education Department, October
1974. 62 pp.
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2. When pen a description of a situation listing faulty conclu-
sions, 23 percent of the ninth grade students could not identify
the line of reasoning which produced at least 1/3 of the faulty
conclusions on a multiple choice test.

3. Two of three third graders could not Identify the process by
which certain numerals were associated with the operation of
addition when asked to respond verbally by their teachers in
various types of classroom situations.

4. Eighty -sit percent of the fifth grade students did not perceive
themselves as participants in quantitative situations that re-
quired a knowledge of numbers, symbols used to represent
numbers, or any system by which certain of the symbols could
be combined as measured by simulated situations prepared by
their teachers and rated by them on a matrix listing various
types of responses possible.

5 Two percent of the first graders at Hillside School, after a field
trip to the zoo, could not find some way to express what they
had seen through a picture, story, poem, or by being provided
an "opportunity to act out" how various animals looked as
determined by the records of the teacher of which mode of
response children decided to select 2-3 days after the trip.

6. After being shown a film, "The Evolution of Law and Human
Society," 11 percent of the eighth grade pupils would not
make any commitment to any situation that demonstrated a
need for the application of law as a process for a democratic
government to survive as measured by their verbal responses
taped by their teachers.

7. After a walk through the surrounding woods, only 6 percent
of the first grade students could not recall at least three sounds
they had heard or imitate them, draw a picture of the source
of the sounds, or explain the source of the sound as peculiar
to the woods as measured by a check list kept by the teacher.

The above "need" statements occurred at various points in the
school system. In reality some of the elementary grade expectations
represent clusters of more complex skills at the upper and secondary
grades which have been broken into subobjectives on the basis of
grade level, They could just as well be broken into continua and
stated in relationship to individual students instead of on the basis of

grade levels. For example Tv\ o-thirds of the ten-to-twelve year olds
tested were able to explain verbally or in writing the relationship
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between heat is source of energ and steam or by drawing a picture
which illustrated how steam is produced with heat as approved by
the curriculum supervisor.

Often it is feared that such oh!ectives are the epitome of con-
vergent thinking. They do not necessarily have to be. For example.
Upon returning to the class from a tour of Valley Forge, where General
Washington had spent the Winter, each student will select some mode
of representing his or her impressions, feelings, insights, or concerns.
Some of the possible range of responses might be:

1 The construction of a diorama showing the geographical
features of Valley Forge and its strategic military importance,
The building of model cabins where the soldiers were
quartered;

3 The writing of stories, poems, or narrative accounts from
hypothetical soldier diaries from that time;

4 The spontaneous "role playing" of the types of decisions made
in the house where Washington stayed, or in the scene where
Martha Washington joined her husband at Valley Forge;

5 The building of any game upon which the importance of the
site at Valley Forge could be demonstrated, or any other
expression Or response by the student of the trip to Valley
Forge and judged acceptable or better by at least 20 percent
of the learners and the teacher.

This objective is open-ended in that any number of possible
responses are acceptable. It is convergent to the extent that the zoo
serves as the focus of the response Rather than specify one response
as the "right one," the objective specifies a broad range of responses
which are appropriate and leaves to the judgment of the teacher its
appropriateness. The objects e is behavioral in the sense that it is
within the range of responses emanating from a trip to Valley Forge
from which learner behaN.ior is to he judged Eisner has called such
objectives, "expressive ""

Prioritize Gap Statements

Once each educational objective has been checked against some
measure or index of current performance, and a gap statement devel-
oped to spell out the difference, then the gaps must be clustered

"r9 Elliot Eisner Inqructional anzl Expressie Educational Objectives Their For-
mulation and Use in Curriculum Instructumal Obiect, e. Chicago. Rand McNally
& Company, 1969 pp 1-31
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around the educational goals tur which they are indicators of desired
performance lexels. Within each cluster the gap statements can be
arranged by sexenty ;difference between desired lexel of achievement
or growth and the actual lexen Across clusters the actual gap itself is
not a good inchcator of the sexenty of the need Since the goals have
already been ranked Land reranked) the curriculum developer knows
which gaps are most critical to close by the place in which they were
ranked. For example there may be a 65 percent gap in students recog-
nizing Beethoxen's Fitth Symphony, and a 23 percent gap in students
being unable to read the editorial page of the New York Times If the
goal relating to basic skills was ranked higher than a goal calling for
recognition and appreciation of great music, then the 23 percent gap
must be addressed by the system and its resources first.

Publish List of Gap Statements

Once the gaps haw been located by goal, a master list should be
published without any hypotheses as to the causes of the "gaps," and
without appearing detensmt. The gaps should be explained and the
process by which they were identified reiterated. At this point the
needs assessment is done, but there are a number of critical and impor-
tant post needs assessment steps which are recommended.

Post Needs Assessment Activities

Interpolate Gaps by Program and Level

To this point, the educational gaps or needs have not been part
of a particular program. If there was a 23 percent gap in reading the
editorial page of the Nell, York Time,, the gap was not placed in the
primary reading program, the secondary English program, or the secon-
dary journalism program. Rather the gap was identified outside of any
curricular discipline or program.

Precluding at this time a restructuring of the curriculum upon
which to locate the gaps for diagnostic rex iew (which could occur as
the result of examining similorities or dissimilarities in gaps) the cur-
nculurn dexeloper will haw to know who is now responsible for teach-
ing the skills, know ledges, and attitudes and in what program. In other

words, what program has Ott primary responsibility for teaching the
required skills, knowledges, and attitudes? This means that the entire
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curriculum in each discipline must be laid out by grade level and the
gaps matched to these statements as a matter of locating the prob-
lem area.

It will not be surprising that one of the reasons students are not
learning a variety of specified skills, knowledgesind;or attitudes is that
no one is teaching them Gaps in learner performance are the result
of gaps in teaching or in the actual school curriculum itself. Once a
junior high school English department called in one of the authors and
wanted to know what they could do about a gap in student skill with
punctuation The department had been involved in a local school
needs assessment. They had ranked grammatical ability, viz. punctua-
tion, as critical, along with parents and students. The school selected
the Stanford Achievement Test subscales in language growth as ger-
mane to what they desired students to know. The results indicated
that over half of the students had not acquired the ability to punctuate
correctly.

When the teachers were asked why they thought students were
not able to punctuate correctly, they replied that no one in the depart-
ment really taught punctuation. There were a variety of reasons: it was
boring to teach, the kids were not responsive, and few of the teachers
were really trained in the approach required in the new English series.
The department then went into a series of diagnostic planning sessions
and attempted to close the gap in teaching and curricular emphasis
as a result of being faced with a "gap" in student performance.

All gaps will not be so simply resolved. Some of the reasons for
the lack of achievement in school are complex and interrelated with
general societal or system problems. The interpolation step does not
require an understandinh of these causes, it is merely the step to
locate the gaps by progr, m and by level. The construction of a brief
curriculum matrix with the subjects across the top and the grades down
the side with brief comments as to expected skills, knowledges, and
attitudes will help to locate the gaps in the appropriate disciplines
and grade levels, or by whatever other method the school or school
system uses to represent what is supposed to be learned in the school
or school system.

Conduct Diagnostic/Planning Sessions

Gaps in student performance have now been identified in the
current curricular programs and placed by grade levels. The needs
assessment per se identifies the gapsand the location. It will not
specify why there is a gap Once this has been completed, the actual
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needs assessment process is completed. However, unless the gaps
become part of a meaningful attempt to improve learner performance,
the assessment will largely have been a waste of effort and time.

Once the gaps are known, located, and prioritized, it is the
responsibility of the curriculum developer to get together those who
are affected and those who have a responsibility for acting profes-
sionally upon the information. A diagnostic session should therefore
include teachers, students, administrators, and anybody else who will
be affected by a subsequent discussion and development of imple-
mentation strategies.

Each facet of the educational program should be examined,
such as

I. Are teachers trained appropriately to implement the current
curriculum?

2. Is enough time being devoted to the subject?

3. Are there unique characteristics of the student population
which preclude the curriculum from being meaningful or
appropriate?

4. Should the curriculum he rewritten, reconceptualized, or
otherwise altered?

5. Are there adequate materials and supplies?

6. Are the teacher pupil learning environments maximally pro-
ductive? Are teachers overloaded? underloaded?

7. Does the current staffing pattern actually bring the expertise
to bear which is necessary to solve the problem?

f t
. Are the testing instruments adequate measures to indicate thec,

gaps?

9. Is the present curriculum adequate? well defined? validated?
Does it match the objectives?

As these questions are raised, the curriculum group attempts to find
causative reasons for the existence of the gaps. Probably no one reason
alone will account for the gap or presence of the gaps. The group will
have to test its reasons and its thinking on each of the hypothesized
causes and arrange them in order of significance or in combinations.
A brainstorming session might be held about all the possible ways the

causes might be met and the gaps closed. The thinking of the group
should be checked by other people and groups and when the priorities

appear to be reasonably accurate then each of the strategies to close
the gaps should become part of the budget planning for the future.
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Part of the diagnostic planning session is mapping plans for imple-
mentation At this point detailed planning should accompany the
implementation of each of the strategies selected to close the gaps.

Budget for Implementation Strategies

Educators often ask at what point a needs assessment is linked
to the budget At such time as the implementation strategies are
selected to close the gaps identified, each strategy can be costed and
placed within the appropriate budget program. If it involves reading,
then the reading program may indicate a percentage increase for
books, or in-service training, or increased utilization of reading spe-
cialists, or the development of reading centers in the schools. As
questions come to be raised about why certain budget categories
have been increased, the percentage increase can be linked to each
strategy.

Budget development is then a reflection ot considered utilization
of data as it relates to validated school district goals and objectives.
Theoretically, it may cost three times as much to close a small gap
in reading, as to close a large gap somewhere else, because a smaller
gap on a high priority objective may be necessary due to the increasing
levels of complexity and the interrelationship of the causative factors.

Using a needs assessment as a basis for budget development, it
will have to be decided how much funding it will take to maintain
programs which are now deemed to be effective, and how much can
he removed from these programs to shore up ineffective programs or
to replace them to close critical gaps in achievement levels desired.

There are few hard and fast guidelines for such developmental
activities The fact that the budget building process assumes a degree
of rationality that it did not have before makes it far less vulnerable
to the political winds and to power groups with their own agendas
who do not have the systemwide perspective required by the Board
of Education It a small and vocal group ot parents is demanding that
the Board increase its funds tur musical instruments, and the available
funds have been budgeted for the reading program, the Board is in a
far more defensible posture to reply to the group "When you were
involved in the needs assessment you will recall that mastery in the
basic skills was our first priority We are taking the remaining funds we
have and attempting to meet our obligations there first, while main-
taining our music program at the current level At such time as the
needs (gaps) change due to varying values in the community, staff, and
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student body, andor we arc successful in closing the gaps in reading,
we will redirect our funds to our second, third, and fourth program
priorities."

Unless one actually deals with elected bodies, it may be hard to
understand how they can be manipulated against the interests of the
system as a whole without a defensible method for determining and
defending the priorities of the system. No elected official can afford
to be viewed as arbitrary and capricious. The public disclosure of the
data in the needs assessment, the involvement of many constituencies
in its development, is one method for establishing a bulwark against
such undue manipulation, though nothing is ever foolproof in a

political sense

Fund Strategies

Each strategy for closing a gap can be funded, or if new funds
are not available or old ones redirected, the top priority strategies can
be funded Thu derivation of strategies for separate funding and man-
agement can lead a schuol system toward more flexible management
subsystems. Often called "project management,' the strategies can
be envisioned as temporary systems designed to perform a series of
one-time tasks with definite objectives which can be assessed. A
different type of evaluation model can accompany such thrusts."

Implement Strategies

After planning and wilding the strategies may be set into motion.
Such strategies may be implemented within on-going programs, or new
programs may be developed to carry them into implementation. The
decision as to whether or not old programs are used as implementa-
tion vehicles may depend upon such factors as the competence of the
personnel involved, the image of the old program, and the rigidities
and traditions which may hamper a new concept For some gaps, a
bold and fresh approach may be required, for others, some shoring up
of an already ,iiable program may be all that is necessary. The ad-
vantages to old programs with familiar labels is that resistance may be
considerably less than if a new program is developed which threatens

1m John VI StAart taking Protect Management Work In Lesley H Browder,
Jr. Emerging Pditern, ui A(1,mniqratase Accountability Berkeley, Calitorni McCutchan
Publishing Corporation, 1971 pp. 31-49

1 See Malcolm Provos Oiscrepanc} Analysi, Berkeley, California McCutchan
Publishing Corporation, 1972
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everyone including the old program which formerly had the responsi-
bility of working in the area in which gaps were discovered to be
present.

Reassess Gaps Via Feedback

After a given period of time, probably at an agreed upon point of
assessment, testing data, formatie or summative, can be carried to the
organizing centers for programs designed to close gaps within the
school system Formatox data can be used to correct th., program as
it mows toward gap closure. Summative data can be used to assess
the effec tReness of a giyen program. Has the gap been closed? Were
the efforts partially successful? If the latter is the case, then several
more diagnostic sessions should be held to reanalyze the configuration
of the causathe factors The point of the feedback process if the target
is distinguishable is that data hale a definite purpose for self-correction
of any given program Data are not only necessary, they are vital to
program esaluation and program correction. Gaps should be con-
tinually assessed Esaluation should he on-going and strategic to
program design, implementation, and determining if a certain program
should he continued, altered, or phased out. Programs are means to
ends They are sehicles to achiee the desired outcomes of the social
system None should be considered permanent, particularly If that
means they are not assessed with feedback information regarding their
effectiseness The healthy organization should continually be in the
process of creating and improing program vehicles with feedback.

ny specific configuration of a program, that is, people, materials,
time, facilities should be relevant to its purposes.

Repeat Steps 10-14

The needs assessment cycle is a continuous process arid it should
he repeated .n its entirety, at least steps I0-14 continually and steps 1-9
on a periodic basis As a part of the feedbm k cycle and examining the
effectiseness of anous programs and relationship to their ability to
meet identified needs, the steps would be repeated.

Summary

The needs assessment cycle is a series of empirical steps aimed
at establishing two indices for the purpose of determining the differ-
ences between those indices so that programs may be shaped to bring
reality closer to a set of validated and prioritized conditions.
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The needs assessment will indicate that differences exi;t, but it
will not explain why there are such differences. The latter will be
determined from a diagnostic review of the gaps revealed in the needs
assessment process.

Purposive pa ogram planning as well as curriculum development
can be meaning;ully shaped from a needs assessment. Curriculum as
a means to an end will depend upon such assessment as its ultimate
purpose and the principal method for determining its adequacy and
effectiveness. If the needs ass( ssment process is bypassed, then there
is no comparable method for determining the adequacy of curricula
and/or programs on the b s or validated criteria. Inasmuch as the
needs assessment cycle is a cc .ous process, curriculum as a means
to an end is also a continuous p.ucess and must be constantly shaped
and reshaped to maintair its relevancy, reliability, validity, and over-
arching purposes.



PART III

The Curriculum Development
Cycle Using a

Needs Assessment Base

A needs assessment provides the anchors of a brid, c the dimensions
of (a) the current state of affairs and (b) the requ. ed state of affairs
to which the curriculum bridge is to be built. It provides the rationale
of the outcome gaps to which the curriculum is the "answer" to chang-
ing learner skills, knowledges, and attitudes.

The literature of recent years has been replete with discussions of
behavioral (measurable, performance, etc.) objectivessome authors
laud their importance, others flag their menace. It seems reasonable,
however, that purposive design requires goals and objectivesand a

needs assessment provides a relatively valid referent for setting goals
and objectives for curriculum.

Many discussions note that objectives can be limiting, stifling, and
dehumanizing since they only capture the trivial, the easy to note, the
easy to measure. This can well be an important criticism of the effort
which starts curriculum design with the mere exercise of setting mea-
surable objectives After all, measurability is not the equivalent of
validity On the other hand, a valid needs assessment provides a basis
for setting objectives for curriculum which are based in realityreality
,f the external world of people, and reality of individual differences

of individual learners, educators, and community members. Curric-
ulum which is derived from a valid needs assessment allows the
creativity and contribution of professional educators to emerge and be
harnessed in indk 'dually responsive instruction. "2 Diagram #2 indi-
cates the "flow" of curriculum development when prefaced by a needs
assessment ,uch as described heretofore.

The starting place for curriculum development using a needs

6.2 Kaufman, Educational System Planning, op cit
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assessment base is reality -the reality ot inch\ idual learners, individual
teachers and educators who support teachers, and community mem-
bers in the environment in which they interact and live. This "reality"
base is used to determine the needs ,outcome gaps in skills, knowl-
edges, and attitudes) of (a) learners, (b) educators, and (c) society as
well as td) requiriments for survival, 1101A and in the future in the
external world

These needs are "sorted" into two categories--needs which are
agreed upon by the partners and those which are not agreed upon.
The non- greed upon needs are "cycled" back through the reality
screen and the needs identification procedure ot the partners. The
agreed upon needs are then placed in priority order, and the needs of
highest priority and criticality are selected for action From the selected
needs, management objectlY es are derived as well as objectives for
learning.

From these management and learning objectives, curricula are
planned, md then developed before implementation. During imple-
mentation ot curric ulum, there is a tormative evaluation which can
scree to "feed-back" pertormance intormation to any or all ot the
previous steps as reouired

After the implementation and as many formative evaluation steps
as deemed necessary, two types of evaluation are completed, a summa-
tive cc aluation where objectives or accomplishment is assessed, and
goal-free evaluation where unexpected results are assessed Both types
of data are used to refine and renew the system at any point in its
previous development.

This cuiriculum (ley elopment cycle thus forms a system which is
self-correcting and selt-correctable, ind has the major features of what
has been termed a -system approach" by Kaufman."3 This cycle pro-
vides for a learner centered and reality -based curriculum which will
he individually responsive

A System Approach

A process which starts with the assessment of the needs 01 the
partners, relates the needs to suryiyal arid contribution m the world
of work and w odd ot relationships, puts the needs in priority order
and selects the needs of highest priority for closure, develops and
defines the most ettectiye acrd chic lent way cif meeting the needs
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(curriculum) which implements and manages this curriculum, evaluates

it during its use and at the end of learning, and uses the evalua-
tion information to revise and renew the system is called a system
approach."

Responsive and responsible curriculum depends upon its being
individually responsive to all of the learnersresponsive in terms of
their personal, emotional, and value characteristics, and in helping
them to learn and grow so that ;hty may be free, independent thinkers
and citizens not dependent upon others for their livelihood and their

being Individual responsiveness requires a formal assessment of needs,

and relates these individual needs to the needs of all of the other
partnersother learners, educators, and citizens, as well as the society

as a whole (now and in the future).
Curriculum design which is thus responsive has been termed "IRI"

by Kaufman, "Individually Responsive Instruction.' It differs from
other similar sounding notions such as IPI (Individually Prescribed In-

struction) in that the learner is a partner in determining not only how
learning should take place but is also a partner in determining what
should be learned as well. This differs from the providing of a rela-
tively "authoritarian" prescription (such as a physician prescribing
medicine for a sick patient) to learners by the teacher/educator In-

dividually Responsive Instruction (IRI) can best he derived from an
individually responsive procedure of harvesting individual character-

istics, desires, values, requirements and learning, and developmental,
emotional, and survival needs, that is, from a needs assessment which
formally dignifies each individual learner as a unique individual human
being, and documents and formally lists these characteristics and

requirements.

IRC (Individually Responsive Curriculum)

Individually Responsive Curriculum derives from such a formal

assessment of needs, the blending of individuals with similar needs
when such combination is sensible and sensitive, and goes forward
from objectives which are based upon realitythe reality of the indi-
vidual, the reality of the professional educator, and the reality of
survival and contribution in the world of today and tomorrow.

A system approach k really a process for identifying problems

and resolving problems. It includes a formal assessment of needs, and

64 Ibid
3 Ibid
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makes such reeds assessment a necessary and critical forerunner of
curriculum planning arid accomplishment "" A systems approach, on
the other hand, is a eery valuable tool for resolving problems, usually
on the basis of the assumption of the needs assessment data and the
resulting requirements. A system approach has the following steps,
or functions:

1.0Identify problem based upon needs
2 0Determine solution requirements and identify solution alter-

natives

3 0Select solution strategies (from among alternatives)
4.0Implement selected strategies and tools
5.0Determine performance effectiveness
6.0Revise as required (at any or all previous steps).67

It might be seen that the steps and tools of needs assessment are
related to the first system approach step (1.0Identify problems based
upon needs), and that curriculum design is related to the remaining
steps, 2.0 through 6.0. Thus a system approach is a companion tool,
or process, for assessing needs and developing individually responsive
instruction (IRI) through individually responsive curriculum (IRC).

Other approaches to curriculum design might be viewed in light
of the six srep "system approach" process model to determine what
parts of the total planning and doing effort of individually responsive
curriculum are or are not included.

The system approach in general, and needs assessment in par-
ticular. are designed to define and deliver humane and holistic curric-
ulum It is humane in that it is individually responsive and includes
each individual in the planning and doing of curriculum, it is holistic
in that it attempts, initially and continuously, to be responsive to all of
the characteristics of learning and learners, education and educators.
commuritie!., and society It attempts to both identify and resolve
curriculum problems to achieve individual learning success.

Summary

A smash rock hit by Stevie Wonder, You Haven't Done Nothin',""s
prods us to remind ourselves that if education is to be really responsive,
all partners must be included

66 11)1(1

'17 Ibid

" Ste Wonder You !lawn t Done Nothin" from Fulfillingnecs Fir Fmalc.
Stein and Van Stock, Inc and Black Bull N,1u,,u fASCAP) 1974,
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We have not involved those who are the recipients of educa-
tional services in their shaping, and needs assessment offers one formal
approach for that involvement If we want to hear the views of the
partners, they must be asked, and those data must become an integral

part of a holistic process.



PART IV

Critical Questions About the
Needs Assessment Process

Many questions may come to mind about the ultimate effects of
performing a needs assessment for a school district and using it as a
basis for developing the curriculum and shaping the school system
itself.

Will the «initment of a school system to needs assessment
actually rum system flexibility'

Some of the most asked questions about performing a needs
assessment reyolye around the fear of rigidifying the school system,
paralyzing it as it were from becoming responsise to quick changes
in the enyironment since it ostensibly has set itself on a pattern of
determining its needs through a logical and orderly series of steps as
outlined.

nits is simply not the case In fact, the opposite can be argued.
A system without concrete and identifiable objectives is going nowhere.
It can be pushed about from this force or from that force, but it only
re, is Such systems are "adrift,- in the sense that they float above
the confusion and are occasionally reactiye to intense pressures. Such
systems are very rigid arid unresponsive. Without using a data base
and without capitalizing upon the steps of a needs assessment our
school systems hale become socially insensitive. Numerous articles
decry the implacable bureaucracy of school systems, while calls for de-
centralization, more public involvement, and mandated changes by
legislatures convinced of the slack in changing schools are evidence
that our systems, without using data for feedback and direction find-
ing, are now adrift.

A social system with a clear sense of dire( non and purpose has a

55
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perspecto.e that those without them do not Perspective occurs when
the leaders can envision where and how the institution can change
and why some changes are more important than others. Public con-
fidence in the schools is lagging, perhaps because the purposes and
goals of the schools are unknown.

A needs assessment has many methods for altering direction
based upon data feedback and it is capable of change to accommodate
new information. System flexibility is not ruined with incorporation of
the needs assessment process, it is enhanced. Furthermore with the
installation of a public and known process of problem solving, the
steps used to reach decisions can be traced Such retracing enables
the system to avoid making the same mistakes twice, or at least subse-
quent decisions will be closer to the target.

The needs assessment process is self-correcting and flexible. It

will not ruin flexibility nor spontaneity, nor will curriculum developed
from a needs assessment be viewed with the same type of permanency
that curriculum apparently enjoys at the present. While there is a lot
of talk about curriculum development being a continuous process,
when millions of dollars are sunk into a national curriculum, the feed-
back cycle may be woefully weak By tying curriculum development
to needs assessment the impermanence of curriculum is reinforced.

Curriculum represents a written clown set of decisions. These
decisions relied under what conditions or in what direction the teacher
should be going to arrive at a desired set of conditions or learner
response. A curriculum by definition defines the learning process and
establishes directions, so does a school. A curriculum does not ruin
spontaneity any more than a school does. People govern spontaneity
and curriculum can he constructed to encourage spontaneity, and
schools can be more spontaneous and humane places than they have
been in the past As a tool, needs assessment is a closed-loop process
which can be used to define and lead to more humane curricula and
more humane schools."

Where do standards come from?

The question of standards often perplexes educators who fear the
imposition of standards generally, and those which may lead to unduly
restrictive ones specifically. It should be noted that if standardized
tests are used to generate needs, then standards are implicit in the
bell shaped curve and in whatever the norming procedures were th:t

fq Fermick W English Can Spontaneity Serve as a Curriculum Base?" Educd
tional Technology 12(1) 59-60, January 1972
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were des eloped for that test. It no standards exist for the schools, they
are carried in the collectRe heads of the teachers, each with perhaps
a different set of criteria upon which success or failure may he Judged
in his or her assignment. To tail to state what the standards are for
growth in the schools is to has e %%hate\ er standards are used in the
day-to-day operation dominant. The confusion and resulting inertia
establish standards by default not by design. The point is that stan-
dards now exist and are used in all school systems. Are they the ones
we should have?

In establishing goals, standards of achiesement are defined collec-
tRely by consensus and reflect the aspirations of the community, the
staff, and the students If a school system feels that all of its graduates,
unless otherwise sexerely impaired, should know how to balance a

checkbook, or sote, or hold gainful employment upon graduation,
then the standards are established relatixe to the criterion set by those
groups. It, howeser, a criterion states that 85 percent of all graduating
seniors will be able to read the editorial page of the New York Times,
then the school is saying publicly it will accept the tact that 15 percent
of its graduates will not he able to do so, and the school will be Judged
to be successful on this criterion of reading or citizenship as it were.
This is not different from other such standards. If, for example, we
say the nation is fully employed, we do not mean that we do not
hale unemployment A figure of 4 million unemployed is generally
used as the yardstick for determining "full employment."

This may require some soul searching, and it may be hard for the
public institution to admit that it cannot be all things to all people.
Yet, if reasonable, we should he willing to admit that not everyone will
go to college, or he a doctor or a lawyer. We need plumbers and
electricians, busboys and taxi drisers. Perhaps not all of them can
read the editorial page of the New York Times with 85 percent accuracy
or comprehension, or have to for that matter.

Somehow there is the feeling that the establishment of standards
is so arbitrary as to confound the formulation of any standards. Yet
the fact remains that most of the standards we use in education are
arbitrary and used for conxemence What is 100 IQ? What is below
average? What is the fifth grade? What is a percentile? other than
yardsticks which describe certain types of standards we use in the
practice of education Lessinger estimates that at least one of every
four students in the public schools fails' Surely we can improve upon

74' I con m Lessinger foT, kid a 55 inner Chic ago Science Research Ay,o-
cotes, 1970.
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this ratio, even while recognizing that as an institution we are not
perfect and while thew is much about our profession that is still
mysterious and unknown.

Standards therefore sere as a focus for attainment to improve
educational practice. They sere as benchmarks by which performance
can be assessed, on the short term or on the long haul. Perhaps the
function of standards is to remind us we have a long way to go and
that our reach should always exceed our grasp. We are not less pro-
fessional because we hai,e standards and because our aspirations
remind us of the distance.

As standards sere a usetul purpose, so when such purposes are
riot served, they may be changed. !f a given community will not accept
less than a 5 percent failure rate to learn a specific skill and if the best
efforts of the protessional staff still result in 15 percent failure, then
the 10 percent gap can serve as a basis for determining the next set
of actions, from firing the superintendent to calling in a panel of
experts.

If, indeed, we are dealing with some highly gray curricular and
instructional areas, the public may come to value the purpose and
function of educational research to a much greater extent than they
appear to do now. Medical research is prized because doctors cannot
yet absolutely cure cancer. As long as educators are loath to admit
weaknesses in current practices there seems to be little push for
research to find answers.

1A/111 needs assecsroent result in the installation of more bureaucracy?

The minute a system is proposed which purports to establish
greater system dependence upon school performance, the spectre of
more bureaucracy is raised as one possible outcome. We have hinted

that this is not necessarily the case. It depends upon the type of
management models used by school systems as they attempt to orga-
nize the district to close the identified gaps. If temporary managerial
systems are utilized the school system can avoid adding onto the
bureaucracy and may ec,en create a counterforce to further bureau-
cratization itsf.lf

If, however, the management of the school system responds to
the c all for the support systems to perform a needs assessment and
then ac t upon the data, there is no guarantee that more offices at the
central or school level may not be the result. We simply say it is

not inevitable
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Will needs assessment create a ptiniti.e environment for teachers and
adminitrators?

The establishing cit obiec nyes, the gathering of data, and the
installation of programs to act upon the data will not necessarily result
in a punitb.e climate for professionals to work, unless one already
t xist,. It is true that mans school districts appear to be preoccupied
with control and appear to he looking for someone to blame for a
myriad of problems A system which is largely punitive in its orienta-
tion to problem soling will haye a hard time getting needs assessment
off the ground, or for that matter, very little else which calls for
examination of results

Howeyer, since needs assessment is not an innovation per se, it is
not the process that mac be threatening, it is what happens in the
system atter the gaps hate been identified Will some people lose
their lob,? Will the specification ot those gaps in programs result in
some protessionals being held up to public or protessional ridicule?

These human) problems atter the needs assessment should he
addressed in the planning to plan- stage It should be clear that no
one will he subiected to ridicule or that a person's incompetence will
not be established cia the identification of gaps in areas of their
responsibilities. The identification of gaps is not a case for neglect or
for anything else This mac not he true atter a reasonable period of
time has passed and Olt gaps base not been closed. In this case the
process of diagnosis itself mac hate to he scrutinized as a variable
again before professionals mac be challenged as to cIll, the gaps have
not been attec fed b new or upgraded programs. Since needs assess-
ment is both the establishment of direction and a process for system
self-correction, the system should not be blamed for attempting to
become better It will be the responsibility ot the administration and
those in charge ot the needs assessment process to establish these
parameters before the concept is put into practice and to keep
reiterating them user the time period of the assessment and post
assessment activities

Needs assessment will not c reate by itself a punitive enyironment.
It is a tool and as such is neutral The Yalues of those employing needs
assessment should be the area to which the questions are directly
addressed and how those %aloes are translated into a management
operation.

Will not needs a',Sf'Sni,'01 dr.hurnanite Cdi./(

B dehumanization we take it to mean that some human beings
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are considered less than fully functioning, potent (in a psychological
sense) homo sapiens. On the contrary, needs assessment will be ex-
pected to enable the system to become more humane by making it
dear which practices and programs are more effective, humane means
to humane ends. Many schools without employer-employee assess-
ment of their cui rent practices arc dehumanized. A host of practices
create animosities and hostility and give students the idea they are
dumb, less capable, that is, less than fully human. Needs assessment
can call to task these practices and help eliminate them Needs assess-
ment is a method for determining if the collective behavior of the
institution is compatible with and producing the outcomes the institu-
tion says it desires,

Will needs assessment help produce more responsiveness by school
systems to innovation?

We have said that while needs assessment itself is not an innova-
tion, but a process for determining if innovation may be necessary,
once program and curricular gaps have been identified, the require-
ment for innovation or change may become more obvious. Whether
or not such changes are radical or conservative depends upon the
nature of the gaps identified and the strategies adopted by groups
engaging in diagnosis atter the needs assessment has been completed.
In reviewing the various types of incentives for innovation in the public
schools, Pincus noted that "many of the innovations adopted by the
schools are not innovations at all, but only fads, since there is little
or no serious attempt to validate them in terms of productivity or
effectiveness criteria, nor is there any market-like mechanism which
automatically separates wheat from chaff." 7' One of the problems in
establishing such criteria as Pincus underlines and we have reinforced
is that ' contradistinction to many other local public utilities, the
aims of schooling are unclear, or at least there is no consensus about
what priority should be given to the various aims."

One of the purposes of the needs assessment process is to make
dear via consensus the aims and purposes of schooling which reflect
national, state, and local priorities and involve at least three basic
constituencies in the process professional staff, community, and stu-
dents. With the establishment of such clear goals and objectives,
followed by good diagnosis about program effectiveness and prelimi-
nary work on budget development in relating programs to objectives,

71 Pmcus, op crt , p 119
72 /hid , p 114
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the system can establish an "anti-fad" but positive method for dealing
with innovation, md begin to shed some defensiveness about "keeping
up with the school district next door" in terms of innovation. We think
that needs assessment is about the best approach to becoming more
positive about education and less defensive about it.

What is the current scope of activities with needs assessment?

Kaufman has worked Aith needs assessment activities at the state
and national levels The Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
Title III, among other legislation, is in many states establishing needs
assessment at the state level. Many local school districts have begun
to establish the machinery to create goals and objectives, though many
are likewise missing some of the most important steps, such as in the
validation process The great strength of the needs assessment pro-
cedure is that it taps the various constituencies in a systematic way and
at the same time leads to better public and professional consensus
about what the goals of education should he, and what programs are
most effective in realizing those goals

What is currently the weakest aspect of the needs assessment pro-
cedure?

The most complex and difficult step faced by most schools and
school systems with the needs assessment procedure is that of sam-
pling problems Sampling can become a very expensive item in the
budget Large communities may have to be sampled by mail which
can be quite expensive'` A mailing survey is not returned by some of
the critical audiences concerned with schools who may have been
traditionally silent about the schools' ineffectiveness. For example,
school systems serving large segments of culturally disadvantaged peo-
ples, people who use English as a second language, migrants, Indians,
present a problem for involvement if the school system does not have
the person to use in the face to face interviews with sections of the
community who remain isolated from it."

Another problem for sampling presents itself with students and
teachers. We recommend that all the professional staff be involved in
some ranking of goals and perhaps matching of objectives to goals as

71 Fur an example 01 one large school system's Aork, we Norwalk-La Mirada,
Norwalk, California, z,hich z,as computerized

74 For a thorough re lem, of sampling theory and methods see. Leslie Kish
Survey Sampling New York. John Wiley & Sons, Inc , 1965.
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a second stage yandation eftort Depending upon the length of the
matching process and the size of the student population, the students
can be randomly sampled by age, sex, race, and geographic location
within the community 7' The r,,,son for the total involvement of the
professional staff is that it will be the staff that is expected "to act
upon the data. It they feel the data are not wily indicative of the staff's
fr.-ding, or the sample is nut large enough, they may reject "ownership"
of the gaps w hich haY e later been identified. To avoid this, most school
systems plan for the entire professional staff to participate.7°."

What happen% if a need assessment is not clone?

It some procedure like needs assessment is not adopted, a process
that is empirical and public and open to inspection, challenge, a,ki
yalidationind by which school and school system goals and objectiYes
are defined and prioritized, we will continue to be plagued by prob-
lems Some of these difficulties are confusion of means and ends,
uncertainties over which problems are most acute, an inability to
defend adrffinisti-atiye decisions regarding program priorities, and a
susceptibility to adopt new things betore we really know what they
are designed to do and what they will do when applied. In an opera-
tional sense we will still remain unclear about whether old programs
and old curricula are adequate and should stay relatively' unchanged
or be updated with modifications, or whether new programs and new
curricula should he instituted in a sweeping reform.

What is the greatest promise of needs assessment?

The greatest promise of a needs assessment is the operational
creation of a Viable and functioial partnership in the administration,
operation, and ownership 01 the nation's public schools.

Robert Kaiser reported the following adyantages of a needs assess-
ment procedure oyer other procedures in assessing attitudes and
opinions 01 the community regarding public education.

1. It allowed for the involvement of more school-community
groups

" vorl student sample 1..as used in Sarasota. Florida, h\ Rick 0 Nations
k,tt. lowpii A Sarthor1 and John H \'igntiron "16;161\1[1g and Priontiting

(Judi, in 1 Di al St Fluid 1)istrit t, Kansa, State Department ut E dui atopio (Xeroxed /

20 pp
77 Department of Education An Viseio,ment of Educational Needs for Learners

in Honda -Tana 1ssee, Florida the Department, 1970 158 pp.
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2. Respondents had the opportunity to express both their levels
of expectation and their understanding of current practice.

3. A wide anety of responses was possible, which allowed for
more diversity of opinion and opportunity for analysis. This
resulted in more positke direction for the administrator in
using the findings of the survey to improYe the educational
program.'

Is this the only needs assessment procedure around?

Certainly not There are more than a few, all with some strengths
and some weaknesses Flosses er, most models only provide for the
ranking of goals and objectives by the y arious partners in education,
and thus there is no place for the introduction of new goals and
objectives and the deletion of old onesno renewal. These ranking-
type needs assessments do hay e the advantage of getting community
members learners, and educators together and are thus a giant step for-
ward Flosses er, it t, suggested that curriculum and its consequences
are far too important for partial measures, so we encourage the
introduction of two unique elements into any needs assessment pro-
cedure a system might consider (a) the use of an external referent for
individual survival and societal contribution, and (b) the introduction
of criteria for possible futures for the learners after they finish with
their formal education.'"

Why all of the fuss about means and ends is not cc/ma" a process
to begin with?

Education is a process, but it is designed to yield some rather
staggering outcomes or results If we talk about only the means, and
never identify and define valid ends, NA(' are risking dehumanization
and irrelevancy I3 foc using first on the ends, and then selecting the best
means, we are keeping our curriculum horse before the cart." '1

7s Rohkirt j Kaiser \n Assessment of Educational Need,. UnPublished doc-
toral dissertation, Teachers College Columbia University, 1073 402

79 Roger Kautman "system Approaches to Education-Disk ,,ssion and At-
trimptekl Integration In Philip K Piele it al social and Technological Change
Implications tur him dtom Eugene, Oregon ERIC Center for the Advanced Study of
Idwational Administration 1970 Part It

"R I SiAeigert, jr Asiiaissing Educational Needs to Achieve Relevancy
lc/oration s( 1, No 4, \priliAtav, 1971

st Roger A Kaufman and Richard Harsh. Determining Educational NeedsAn
Overy co. California State Department Idur anon,. Bureau (r1 Elementary and
Secor,dan. Education, PLIOCil (onterence, October 1969



Glossary of Terms with Needs Assessment

The vocabulary of needs assessment and system planning carries with
it a terminology that differs somewhat from other terms encountered
in curriculum literature. The concepts identified are more precise in
usage and refer to very specific definitions. For this reason, these
concepts are defined below as used in the text.

Needs assessment The formal process for identifying outcome
gaps between current results and desired results, plac,ng those "gaps'
in priority order, and selecting the gaps of highest pr,ority for closure.
It is, then, an outcome gap analysis plus the piukir.g of priorities among
the needs.

NeedA gap in educational outcomes or results. It is the dis-
crepancy between the current results (not procedures or processes) and

the desired or required results

Curriculum The sum total of experiences, methods, procedures,
people, and things which are used in changing learner behaviors. It

includes a series of educational decisions which determine the goals,
objectives, content, methodology, and scope of all educational activi-
ties relating to achieving validated learner growth and achievement,
including skills, knowledge, and attitudes

Validation --The process for determining and showing that the
results which were intended did in fact occur. It can he both statistical
and judgmental, but involves comparing intended results with obtained
results based upon internal operations and external criteria.

GoalAn outcome intent which i., measurable on a nominal or
ordinal scale, that is, which is stated in terms of a label or intent, or the

64
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fact that an outcome will be less than, equal to, or greater than a given
reference point.

ObiectneAn outcome intent which is measurable on an interval
or ratio scale, that is, which gives the following information. upon
completion of the intervention (teaching, etc.) there will be a statement
of what behaviors (including skills, knowledge, and attitudes) will be
displayed, who or what will display these behaviors, under what con-
ditions will the behaviors be observed, and what criteria will be used
to measure the success or failure of achieving the desired behaviors.

StrategyThe methods for achieving defined objectives (or goals)
selected,, ideally, on the basis of what alternative ways and means are
available, and selecting that which will give th_ desired results with the
least expenditure of time, money, and effort.

Methods -Means The strategies and tools used to achieve goals
and/or objectives.

ProcessThe means by which one attempts to meet goals or
objectivesequivalent to methods-means.

Solution--The means by which one attempts to meet goals or ob-
jectivesequivalent to process and methods-means. A "how-to-do-it."

ProductAn outcome or result. The result of applying a solution,
process, or method-means.
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